ANCIENT

1 A group of ancient Greek silver coins (24), including Illyria (8); Alexander the Great (3); Persis; Apollonia; Argolis; Mauretania; Achaean League etc., generally fair to fine (24) £250-300

2 Siculo-Punic AEs (6), possibly struck in Carthage (375-350 BC), an interesting study group (6) £45-60

3 A group of Roman Republican denarii, including Julius Caesar and Pompey (26), toned, generally fair to fine (26) £250-350

4 Roman sestertii (2), Trajan, bust r., rev. standing Fortuna; Hadrian, large head r., rev. seated Victory, this water-worn, first fine (2) £60-80

5 Coins of the Roman and Byzantine World, silver or silvered (9); bronze, identified (49) and others (88), varied state, including a number of better pieces; others (8), identified as copies (146) £120-160

6 Philip I, billon tetradrachm of Antioch, Seleucis and Pieria, AVTOK KM IOVIAI ΦΙΛΑΠΠΟC CEB, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust r., rev. ΔΗΜΑΡΧΩ ΕΠΟΥΧΙΑ ΨΗΦΙΑ TO Δ, eagle standing r., head r., with wreath in beak and wings spread; ANTONIXIA SC in ex., 9.54gms. (McAlee 963 (d); Prieur 485); Herennia Etruscilla, billon tetradrachm of Antioch, Seleucis and Pieria, EPPENNIA TPOYΚILLA CEB, diademed, draped bust on crescent r., rev. ΔΗΜΑΡΧΩ ΕΠΟΥΧΙΑ, eagle standing facing, head to l., standing on palm branch, wreath in beak, SC in ex., 12.05gms. (S.4251; McAlee 1168e; Prieur 621), about fine or better (2) £100-150

7 Gallienus, billon antoninianus, mint of Cologne, GALLIENVS P F AVG, radiate and cuirassed bust r., rev. GERMANICVS MAX V, trophy between two captives, wt. 4.22gms, 12h (RIC.18; RCV 10224); Crispus, Æ Follis, mint of Treveri, AD 322-323, IVL CRISPVS NOB CAES, laureate and cuirassed bust l., rev. BEATA TRANQUVILLITAS, globe set on altar inscribed VO / TIS / XX, wt. 3.36gms, 6h (RIC.372) first good very fine, second with light crack in flan, extremely fine (2) £35-50

8 Tetrarchic Folles, including issues of Diocletian, Maximian, Galerius and Constantius I, residual silvering, very fine and better (10) £170-200

9 Fausta (wife of Constantine the Great), Æ follis, mint of Cyzicus, struck (AD 326-327), draped bust r., rev. Fausta standing, holding two children, SMKB• in ex., wt. 2.73gms, (RIC 40), attractive dark green patina, good very fine £60-80

10 Arcadius, AR siliquae (5), Milan mint, diademed bust of emperor right, DN ARCADIVS P F AVG. rev. Roma seated l. on cuirass, VIRTVS ROMANORVM, good fine, corroded (5) £45-60 *ex Holway Hoard

11 Group of ancient coins comprising: Elagabalus, billon tetradrachms of Antioch (3); Ptolemaic Kingdom of Egypt Æs (3); Greek Æs (3); Roman tetarchy, folles (2); Antonius Pius and Marcus Aurelius, silver denarius; Arab Byzantine Æ; Nabataean, silver drachm and a pierced Islamic gold dinar (15), generally fine £150-200
12 Arab Sasanian, silver drachm (6), 'Abd Allah b. 'Amir, Bishapur YE44, Ziyad b. Abi Sufiyan (2) NHR YE53, Bishapur YE53, 'Abd Allah b. Zubayar, (2) Kirman? 62h, TART = Tawwaj 67h, Salim b. Ziyad, Harat 66h, with countermark, all identified in envelopes, fine to very fine, Bishapur 53 extremely fine (6) £150-200

13 Arab Sasanian, silver drachm (7), 'Umar b. 'Ubayd Allah, Ardashir Kurra 76h, (3), ST = Istakhr, 72h², 'Abd al-Malik, Darabjird 60h, Muqatil b. Mizma, Bishapur 73h, al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, Darabjird 76h, all identified in envelopes, fine to very fine, the last extremely fine (7) £250-300

14 Arab Sasanian, silver drachm (7), Ziyad b. Abi Sufiyan, Darabjird YE43, (2), Bishapur YE53, 'Abd Allah b. 'Amir, Bishapur YE44 (2), 'Abd Allah b. Zubayar, Darabjird YE53, 60, all identified in envelopes, very fine to extremely fine, the last extremely fine (7) £250-300

15 Arab Sasanian, silver drachm (7), 'Umar b. 'Ubayd Allah, Ardashir Kurra 76h, Istakhr 70h, al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, Bishapur 75h (2), Bishapur 76h, 'Aniya b. al-Aswad, Kirkman? 75h (2), (A. 135:263; A. 31), al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h), BISH = Bishapur 80h (A. 35.2); Arab Tabaristan, hemidrachms, Tapurstan (3), Khurshid II, 110 PYE = 146h (Walker p. 131:225; A. 53), 'AUMR = 'Umar b. al-'Ala,124h (Walker p. 135:263; A. 55), 'Umar b. al-'Ala, 128h (Walker p. 139:273; A. 56), all very fine or better (6) £200-250

16 Arab Sasanian, drachms (3), 'Abd Allah b. Zubayar, KRMN-SR[JN = Kirman 67h (Album Checklist of Islamic Coins 15); al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra (67-79h), BISH = Bishapur 76h ((Walker Post-Reform Umayyad Coins in the British Museum 224; A. 31); al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h), BISH = Bishapur 80h (A. 35.2); Arab Tabaristan, hemidrachms, Tapurstan (3), Khurshid II, 110 PYE = 146h (Walker p. 131:225; A. 53), 'AUMR = 'Umar b. al-'Ala,124h (Walker p. 135:263; A. 55), 'Umar b. al-'Ala, 128h (Walker p. 139:273; A. 56), all very fine or better (6) £250-300

17 Spanish Umayyad, dirhams (11), temp. 'Abd al-Rahman I (138-172h), al-Andalus 153h (3), 154h, 160h, 161h (2), 168h (A. 339); temp. Hisham I (172-180h), al-Andalus 173h, 177h (2), all good fine or better (11) £150-200

18 Spanish Umayyad, temp. al-Hakam I (180-206h), dirhams (8), al-Andalus 188h, 190h, 194h, 197h, 199h, 201h, 204h (2) (A. 341), mostly very fine or better (8) £120-150

19 Spanish Umayyad, temp. 'Abd al-Rahman II (206-238h), dirhams (16), al-Andalus 207h, 219h Yahiya, 222h, (Bazil?), 223h, 225h, 227h (2), 229h (2), 22xh, 230h (2), 234h, 236h, 237h, 238h (A. 342.1), mostly good fine or better (16) £120-200

20 Spanish Umayyad, temp. Muhammad I (238-273h), dirhams (8), al-Andalus 238h, 240h, 241h, 245h, (2)47h, 256h, 265h, 270h (A. 343.1); Anonymous, fals, al-Andalus xx9h (A. B347), all fine or better (9) £100-120

21 Spanish Umayyad, temp. 'Abd al-Rahman III, dirhams (25), al-Andalus 324h, 325h, 330h, 331h (3), 332h, 334h (2), 335h; Madinat al-Zahra 338h (2), 339h (2), 340h, 341h, 342h, 343h, 344h (2), 345h, 346h, 348h, 349h (2), (A. 350.10), mostly good fine (25) £150-200

22 Spanish Umayyad, temp. al-Hakam II (350-366h), dirhams (4), Madinat al-Zahra 352h, 353h, 356h, 358h; Hisham II/'Amir, dirham, al-Andalus 383h; Hisham II (1st reign: 366-399h), dirhams (4), al-Andalus 388h, 393h (2), 394h; Hisham II (2nd reign: 400-403h), dirham, al-Andalus 401h, all good fine or better (10) £120-150

23 Spanish Umayyad, Hisham II/'Amir, fractional dinar, no mint undated, wt. 1.36gms. (A. A354), good very fine and very rare £300-350

24 Spanish Umayyad, Muhammad II (1st reign: 399-400h), dirhams (5), Muhammad II /Jahwar, al-Andalus 399h; Muhammad II/Muhammad, al-Andalus 400h (2),(A. 356.5), Sulayman, dirhams (6), al-Andalus 400h (3); Madinat al-Zahra 400h (3) (A. 358.2); Sulayman (2nd reign: 403-407h), dirham, Madinat al-Zahra 403h? (A. A361.3), mostly about very fine or better (12) £150-200

25 Umayyad (7), 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86h), AE fals, Qinnasrin undated (A. 3530); dirhams (6), temp. 'Abd al-Malik, al-Basra 82h (A. 126), Wasit 86h (A. 126), temp. 'Umar (99-101h), al-Kufa 100h; A. 133); temp. Hisham (2), Wasit 106h, 124h (A. 137) and temp. Marwan II (127-132h), dirham, Wasit 130h (A. 142), Abbasid, dirhams (7), temp. al-Mansur, al-Basra 142h (A. 213); temp. al-Mahdi, al-'Abbas, 158h (A. 213); al-Ma'mun, Madinat Samarqand 197h (A. 223.4); al-Mu'tamid (2), Isbahan 261h, Andaraba 268h (A. 240.1); al-Muktafi, Madinat al-Salam 291h (A. 244), al-Muqtadir, Surra man ra'a ...h (A. 246.2), about fine; Abbasid/Handanid, al-Mustaki/Našir al-dawla, Madinat al-Salam 331h (A. 260); Umayyad Spain, Anonymous, fals, no mint undated (A. 143), mostly good fine or better (16) £200-250
26  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (4), Adharbayjan 105h (4), corroded fine, very fine (2), good very fine with cut (4) £150-200

27  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (4), Ardashir Khurra (4), 94h, 97h, 98h, 9xh (4), very fine, the last fine (4) £100-120

28  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (3), Armenia (3), 95h, 96h, 100h, all clipped, but very fine (3) £150-200

29  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (10), Istakhr 90h, 92h, 93h, 94h (2), 95h, 96h, 97h (2), 98h, a couple with broken edges, generally all very fine (10) £200-250

30  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (9), al-Hasra, 79h (3), 80h (2), 81h (2), 82h (2), one 82h with broken edge, all about very fine (9) £250-300

31  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (4), al-Taymara 91h (2), 92h, 97h, first two about very fine, the others poor (4) £80-100

32  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (5), Jundi Sabur 94h, Jay (4), 80h, 92h, 93h, 98h, Jay 98h broken, others about very fine (5) £80-100

33  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (13), Darabjird 91h, 92h (4), 93h, 94h, 95h, 96h (2), 97h, 98h (2), Darabjird broken, others about very fine or better (13) £200-250

34  **Umayyad**, silver dirham (6), al-Basra 100h, Suq al-Ahwaz 94h, Surraq 93h, Balkh al-Bayda 111h, al-Bab 120h, al-Jazira 129h, Balkh al-Bayda only fair, the others fine or better (6) £120-150

35  **Abbasid**, silver dirham (9), al-Saffah (3), Ardashir Khurra 134h, al-Basra 134h, 135h, al-Mansur (6), al-Kufa 137h, 143h, al-Basra 138h, Arminiya 145h pierced, al-Rayy 147h, 148h, al-Mahdi as heir, together with copper fals, Sijistan 147h, fine or better (10) £200-250

36  **Abbasid**, silver dirham (19), Arminiya 162h, Madinat Jay 162h, al-Muhammadiya 172h, Mad Zaraj 178h, Mad Balkh 189h, al-Muhammadiya 180h, Mad al-Salam 192h, Harat 192h, Madinat Balkh, 194h, Madinat al-Salam, 186h, 196h [2], Mad. Isbahan 199h, Mad. Samarqand 200h, al-Kufa 201h, Ifriqiya 180h, Mad. Isbahan [2] 196h, 197h, Tabaristan 190h, generally very fine (19) £250-300

37  **Abbasid**, silver dirham (18), temp. al-Ma'mun (5), Madinat al-Salam 216h, 218h [2], Samarqand 218h, Mad. Samarqand 218h, al-Mu'tasim (5) Madinat al-Salam [3] 219h, 220h, 226h, al-Shash 220h, al-Muhammadiya 222h, al-Wathiq (3), Surra man 'ra'a 230h, Madinat al-Salam 230h, Marw 232h, al-Mutawakkil (3), Marw 234h, 246h, Samarqand 247h, al-Mu'tadid Amid 288h, Saffarid, Tahir b. Muhammad, Fars 280h, generally fine to very fine, some better (18) £250-300

38  **Abbasid**, North Africa, contemporary imitation dirham of Madinat Salam and/or al-Muhammadiya 180-190h, crudely struck, some with clear dates, extremely fine for issue (27) £200-250
39 Abbasid, North Africa, contemporary imitation dirham of Madinat Salam and/or al-Muhummadiya 180-190h, crudely struck, a few clipped, but extremely fine for issue (22) £180-220

40 Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur, silver dirhams (28), Madinat al-Salam (Baghdad) 148h, 149h, 151h, 152h (4), 153h (2), 154h (3), 155h (8), 156h (4), 157h (2), 158h (2), (Album 213), generally good very fine, many better (28) £300-350

41 Abbasid, temp. al-Mahdi, silver dirhams (13), Madinat al-Salam 159h (3), 160h (2), 161h, 162h (3), 163h (2), al-Basra 161h, al-Muhummadiya 161h, together with temp. Harun al-Rashid, silver dirhams (8), Madinat al-Salam 182h, 183h, 187h, 188h (2), 189h, 190h, 191h, (Album 215, 219), all identified in individual envelopes, a few very fine, the majority extremely fine or better (21) £200-250

42 Aghlabid, Ibrahim I (184-196h), silver dirham (11), Ifriqiya, 194h, 195h (2), 196h (8) all citing musâ, (Album 435.2, 435.3), all fully attributed in individual envelopes, generally very fine, some scarce (11) £150-200

43 Aghlabid, ‘Abd Allah I (196-201h), silver dirham (7), Ifriqiya 197h, 201h bakh bakh (3), 201h/0 (3); together with Ziyadat Allah 1 (201-223h), silver dirham (2), Ifriqiya 203h, 207h, Masrur, (Album B438, 439.1, 439.2), all fully attributed in individual envelopes, very fine and rare (9) £200-250

44 Abbasid, al-Qahir (320-322h), silver dirham (2), Surra Man Ra’a, 321h, Shiraz, 322h, both with heir Abu’l Qasim (A 251.1), both very fine (2) £70-90

45 Abbasid, al-Muttaqi (329-333h), silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam, 329h, citing Bajkam (A A258), good fine, scarce £65-80

46 Abbasid, al-Mustakfi (333-334h), silver dirham (2), Madinat al-Salam, 334h, al-Kufa, 334h, both citing Abu’l Hasan Muhammad (A 263), both very fine, scarce (2) £100-150

47 Buwayhid, Sultan al-Dawla, silver dirham, Shiraz 406h (A 1581), very fine, scarce £85-100

48 Arturkids, of Mardin, Alpi (547-572h), copper dirham (7), no mint or date, citing the caliph al-Mustanjid, two male busts facing, rev: female bust with curly hair facing (SS. 30.1; A.1827.5; M.1030), good very fine (7) £250-300
Rum Seljuq, Khaykhusraw I (588-595h and 600-607h), copper fals, horsemans type (10), Khaykhusraw II (634-644h), silver dirham, square in circle type (2), silver dirham, sun and lion type (3), Qonya 639h, ‘The Three Brothers (647-657h), silver dirham, Siwas mint, (Album 1202/1207, 1216.2, 1218, 1227), generally about very fine, some better (23) £200-250

Safavid/Persian Gulf, Isma’il I (907-930h), silver larin (14), probably struck at Lar or Jarun, average weight circa 5gm, (Album A2588); together with Qalhatid Amirs, Anonymous, silver larin with pseudo-Kufic calligraphy, no mint or date, wt. 4.43gm, (Album 1946x), generally fine or better, and rare £300-350

Turkoman, Figural bronze coins of the Artuqids and Zangids (41), generally fine, some better (41) £300-350

Muluk al-Tawa’if - Hudid of Saragossa, ‘Imad al-dawla Ahmad I (441-475h), BL dirhams (2), Saragosta 449h and date uncertain (A. 338); Hammudid of Malaga, BL dirhams (4), al-‘Ali Idris II (in Ceuta: 438-444h), Madihat Sabta 440h, al-Mahdi Muhammad I (438-446h), al-Andalus 441h, (44)1h, 442h; Zirid of Granada, temp. Badis b. Habbus (c. 429-465h), dirham (double), mint and date illegible; Dhu’l-Nunid of Toledo, al-Qadir Yahya II (467-483h), BL dirham, mint and date missing; Amurid of al-Mariya, Anonymous, dirham, no mint undated (2) (Vives Las Reyes de Taifas 1041); Nasrid of Granada, Anonymous, half dirhams (3), Gharnata undated (Lorente Numismatica Nasi 56; A. 416), (al-Mar’iyya undated (Lorente 58), Gharnata undated (Lorente 60) and BL square dirham, Gharnata undated (Lorente 68; A. 417) mostly good fine or better (15) £200-250

Hudid of Deniya, ‘Imad l-dawla Mundhir (474-483h), BL dirham, Daniya 475h, wt. 5.64gms. (A. 392), extremely fine £150-200

al-Murabitid, silver qirat, no mint undated (3), ‘Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h) (A. 467.1), Tashufin b. ‘Ali (537-540h) (A. 472.1) and Ishaq b. ‘Ali (540-541h) (A. 475); al-Muwahhidid, Anonymous, square dirhams (4) (Hazard North Africa 1085; A. 496); The Alawite Sharifs of Morocco, Isma’il al-Samim ((1082-1139h), silver mazuna, Miknasa undated (A. 584), all very fine or better (8) £120-150

al-Muwahhidid, ‘Abd al-Mu’min b. ‘Ali (524-55h), silver half square dirham, no mint undated, wt. 0.72gms (A. 481.1), extremely fine and very rare £120-150

Ayyubid of Egypt and Syria, al-Nasir Yusuf I (567-589h), dirham (4), al-Qahira 585h; Dimashq 579h, (57)9h, 583h (A. 787.2); Bahri Mamluk, Rukn al-din Baybars I (658-676h) Caliph al-Hakim II, fractional dirham (A. 884) and al-Mansur Qala’un (678-689h), dirham, Halab date missing (A. 894); Burji Mamluk, dirham (2), al-Zahir Barquq (2 reigns: 784-801h), dirham, (Halab) date off flan (A. 973.1) and al-Nasir Faraj (2 reigns: 801-815h), al-Qahira date off flan (A. 979.1); Ayyubid of Aleppo, al-Zahir Ghazi I (582-613h), half dirham, Halab (xx)1 = 591h (A. 835.1) and al-Nasir Yusuf II (634-658h), dirham, Halab 646h (A. 842.4); Zangid of Aleppo, Nur al-din Mahmud (541-649h), fals, no mint undated (3) (A. 1850); Lu’l’ud of Mosul, Badr al-din Lu’lu’, dirham, al-Mawsil 631h (A. 1874.1), mostly good fine or better (14) £150-200

Rassid: 1st Period, al-Nasir li-din Allah (301-325h), silver sudaysi (19), Sa’da (c. 301-325h), total weight: 8.84gms; average weight: 0.47g (A.1068), all very fine (19) £100-120

Rum Saljuq, Kaykhusraw II (634-643h), dirham, Siwas 639h (A. 1218); Ottoman, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz b. Mahmud (1277-1293h), silver majidiya, Kustantaniyya 1277 h ry 2, (Pere Osmanlilarda Madeni Paralar 929); Ilkhan/Mongol Great Khans, Hulagu (654-663h)/Mongka Qa’an (647-658h), dirham, al-Mawsil date off flan (A2122.1), Hulagu, dirham, Irbil date unclear (A2122.2), Abu Sa’id (716-736h), double dirhams (2), Sultaninya 722h (A. 2196) and Tabriz 733h (A. 2214); Timurid, Husayn Bayqara (873-911h), silver tanka, mint and date not struck up (A. 2432.3); Barakzay, ‘Abd al-Rahman (1297-1319h) silver rupi, Kabul 1297h (A. 3180), Sultans of Delhi - Turkish line, Nasir al-din Mahmud (644-664h) BL jital, (Dihli) undated (A. 1068), ‘Abd al-Mu’min b. Yusuf (500-537h) (A. 467.1), Tashufin b. ‘Ali (537-540h) (A. 472.1), the Alawite Sharifs of Morocco, Isma’il al-Samim ((1082-1139h), silver mazuna, Miknasa undated (A. 584), all very fine or better (8) £120-150

Hudid of Deniya, ‘Imad l-dawla Mundhir (474-483h), BL dirham, Daniya 475h, wt. 5.64gms. (A. 392), extremely fine £150-200
Ottoman Empire, various Sultans, silver akçe (81), Brusa (2), Edirne (15), Janza, Qaratova in Macedonia (25), Quchaniya, Qustantiniya (11), Novabarda (4), Serez (17), Sidreqapsi (4), mint off flan (1), generally very fine (81) £250-300

Ottoman Empire, various Sultans, assorted silver and base metal coins (70) from Suleyman I to Muhammad VI, many identified in individual envelopes, most very fine, some better (70) £250-300

Iran, Safavid, Husayn, silver abassi (2), Tabriz 1133h, 1136h, Afsharid, Nadir Shah, silver 6 shahi (4), Isfahan 1151h (2), Tabriz date off flan, Tiflis 115xh, Shah Rukh, silver abassi, Shiraz 116(3)h, Zand, Kerim Khan, silver 2 abassi (3), Shiraz 1181h, 118xh, Rasht 1184h, silver 4 shahi, undated, very fine, some better (11) £100-120

Miscellaneous Islamic silver, dirhams or fractions (4) including Abbasid, Spain & North African dynasties, Ayyubid, Rasulid, Buwayhid, Shaddadid and Ilkhan, many attributed in envelopes, generally fine, some better (40) £150-200

Miscellaneous Islamic bronze coins (33), Ayyubid (7), Mamluk (9), Rum Seljuq (7), Zangid of Aleppo (3), assorted (7), generally fine, some better (33) £100-150

Sicily, Roger II, copper ½ follaro or fals, Messina 530h, (Spahr 79); William I, copper ½ follaro or fals (4) Messina 550h (2), undated (2), (Spahr 99, 119), Tancred with heir Roger, copper ½ follaro or fals without mint or date (4), (Spahr 139), fine to very fine (9) £80-100

Crusaders, Kingdom of Jerusalem, Baldwin III (1143-1163), silver and billon denier (7), cross pattée, rev: tower of David, Amaury (1163-1174) copper denier (2), about very fine (9) £120-150

Crusaders, Christian Imitation of Ayyubid silver dirham with small cross in centre on obv. (2), undated, mid to late 13th Century (CCS 15), unevenly struck, but good very fine (2) £250-300

Lebanon, French Protectorate, 2 piastres 1924, silver 50 and 10 piastres 1929, al-bronze 5 piastres 1940, 21/2 piastres 1955, ½ piaster 1955 (2) and zinc 1 piastre 1940; together with Syria, silver 50 piastres 1929 (2), 25 piastres 1937, good very fine to uncirculated (11) £100-120

Sasanian, drachms (4), Shapur I, Khusraw II, NH? 25, mint and date illegible (2), wt. 4.13gms, good fine; Castille and Leon, Alfonso XI, silver penny, Tulaytula undated; Normans of Sicily, William II, (1166-1189 CE), AE half fals, Messina undated (Spahr, R: Le Monete Siciliane 119); Russian Empire, Alexander I (1801-1825CE), silver rouble, St. Petersburg 1802 CE; Alexander I, bronze German jeton, no mint undated; Palestine, AE: 2 mls, 1927, NC lira 1955(CE)/1369(H); five late Roman bronzes; Islamic silver (6) and copper coins (7), mostly in poor condition (28) £120-150

British

Eadmund, penny, moneyer's name in two lines, LETERVS (S.1105), a little chipped, broken and repaired, fine £50-100

A group of Richard I - Henry III short cross pennies (5), Canterbury and London, toned, generally fair to fine (5) £150-200

A group of Henry III long cross pennies (8), including London, Canterbury, Northampton, generally about fine (8) £100-120

A group of Henry III short cross pennies (10), Class 7, London and Canterbury, generally fair to fine, some mis-struck (10) £150-200
A group of Edward I-II pennies (10), including London, Canterbury, Dublin, generally fair to fine (10) £100-120

Edward I, halfpennies (2), Waterford mint, type 1b, pellet before EDWR, rev. one reads VATE/RFOR, second unclear (DF 69; S. 6254), fine and nearly so, this with chip (2) £70-110 *ex Baldwin’s vault

Edward I, London, farthing, Class 9a, E R ANGL DN (S. 1449), good fine £50-70 *ex Baldwin’s vault

Henry VIII, Posthumous coinage, Tower mint, groat, mm martlet, bust 6 (S. 2403); Ireland, Posthumous coinage, sixpence, mm harp on rev. only, Tower style, reads CIVITAS DUBLINIE (DF 218; S. 6488), first poor, this fine but (£) water-worn (2) £100-150

Elizabeth I, third–fourth issue, threehalfpence (2), 1574, mm eglandine, over acorn on obv.; 1575, mm eglandine, both crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. date above arms (S. 2569), one with an excellent portrait, both good fine or marginally better (2) £80-120

Elizabeth I, third–fourth issue, penny, mm hand, crowned bust l., no rose, rev. shield, no date (S. 2570), the reverse shield over-struck with large X (S. 2570), good very fine with a sharp portrait £80-120

The “X” on the reverse is curious and does not seem to be the result of double-striking

Elizabeth I, third–fourth issue, threefarthings, 1575, mm eglandine, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. shield, date above (S. 2571), a little short of flan, dark tone, nearly very fine with a good portrait £150-200

Elizabeth I, third–fourth issue, sixpence, mm. crescent, 1588, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S 2578A), about fine; the year of the Spanish Armada, a rare and popular date £100-125

Elizabeth I, shilling, mm martlet; smaller (3); other English and European minor hammered silver, etc (11), fair to fine; British and world coins, 19th-20th century, silver (21); other metals (20), many very fine and some better pieces (56) £100-140

Elizabeth I, copper pennies (2), 1601, mm trefoil; 1602, mm martlet, E – R by shield (S. 6510, 6510A), first chipped, fair to fine, second good fine with silvery patina (2) £80-120 *ex Baldwin’s vault
84 James I, silver penny, second coinage, rose, initial mark lis both sides, rev. thistle, wt. 0.51gms. (cf N 2106/1; S 2661), weakly struck in parts, otherwise very fine, toned £35-50

85 James I, silver sixpences (2), second coinage, 1613, fourth crowned bust right, initial mark trefoil (1613), third coinage, 1621, sixth crowned bust right, initial mark rose, rev. quartered shield of arms, date above (N 2103, 2126; S 2658, 2670), first with small flan split, second with some weakness in legends, both good fine (2) £70-90

86 James I, silver half-groat, second coinage, smaller crowned rose, initial mark trefoil (1613) both sides, rev. crowned thistle, wt. 0.93gms. (N 2105/1; S 2660), weak in parts, otherwise very fine, attractively toned £60-80

87 Charles I, silver half-groat, Tower mint, initial mark lis (1625), group A, crowned rose both sides, wt. 1.08gms. (Brooker 658; N 2248; S 2822), weakly struck in one corresponding part each side, otherwise very fine, toned £60-80

88 Oliver Cromwell, halfcrown, 1658, laureate and draped bust l., rev. crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, lettered edge (S.3227A; ESC.447; Bull 252), a well-worn coin, suggesting a pocket-piece, fair to fine £300-400

89 Charles II, crown, 1662, rose, obverse field engraved “A.A.W. 19th Sep 1795”; another, William III, 1696, with monograms and “Lincoln”; engraved minors (2) and Victorian 6d stamped “BARTON VT”; sundry other mounted, pierced or damaged coins, halfcrown, shillings (5) and Maundies (16), poor, fair and fine (27) £70-100

90 James II, crown, 1688, QVARTO, second laureate and draped bust l., rev. crowned shields cruciform (ESC 746 [80]; S 3407), about very fine or nearly so £250-300

91 William III, crown, 1696, OCTAVO, first laur. and dr. bust r. rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3470), toned, very fine/good very fine £200-250

92 William III, crown, 1696, OCTAVO, first laur. and dr. bust r. rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3470), good fine £100-150

93 William III, shilling and sixpence, 1696; Anne, shilling, 1711, pierced; George II, shilling, sixpences (2), George III, shilling and sixpence. 1787, 4d, 1800; 3d, 1762; others George III-George V (13); George IV, lion shilling, enamelled both sides, obverse damaged, others fine and better (24) £60-80
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td><strong>Anne</strong></td>
<td>shillings (2): 1707E*, 1708E*, Edinburgh, second bust l., E* below, rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3609), fair to fine, the second with small dig below chin (2)</td>
<td>£80-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td><strong>Anne</strong></td>
<td>Post-Union, silver shilling, 1710, roses and plumes, third bust l., rev. cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3614; ESC.1155; Bull 1403), good very fine, a little lustre</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td><strong>George II</strong></td>
<td>crown, 1743, D. SEPTIMO, roses, old laureate bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles (ESC 1667 [124]; S.3688), toned, good very fine</td>
<td>£700-900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td><strong>George II</strong></td>
<td>halfcrown, 1746 LIMA, edge D. NONO (ESC 1688 [606]; S 3695A), has been cleaned, metal defect by 17 of date, very fine</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>guinea, 1790, the crowned shield on reverse enamelled in five colours on royal blue background, ring mount with suspension loop and ring, one minor chip between ET and H, very fine and attractive</td>
<td>£550-650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>sovereign, 1820, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), about fine</td>
<td>£325-375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>half-sovereign, 1818, laureate head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), very fine, unfortunate 'ding' on Irish harp on reverse</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>silver halfcrown, 1817, small head, shilling, 1787, with hearts, sixpence (3), 1787 (2), with and without hearts, 1817 (S.3789, 3746, 3748, 3749, 3791); <strong>Victoria</strong>, silver crown, 1887, halfcrown, 1889 (S.3921, 3924), good very fine to extremely fine</td>
<td>£280-380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>silver shilling, 1787, with semée of hearts, laureate and draped bust right, rev. crowned cruciform shields, semée of hearts in Hanoverian shield, crowns in angles, no stops at date, edge grained (ESC 1225; S.3746), dark tone with underlying lustre, light scratches by chin on obverse, very fine</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td><strong>George III</strong></td>
<td>‘Cartwheel’ pennies (5), 1797; Wood’s Irish halfpenny, 1723; farthings, etc, including ‘rose’ and token issues (10), fair, fine and better</td>
<td>£50-70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
104 **George III**, halfpenny, 1799, bust r., *rev.* Britannia (S 3778); **Victoria**, halfpenny, 1887, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia seated r. with shield and trident (S.3956), both extremely fine second especially with some original colour (2) £80-120

105 **George III**, Bank of England, dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated within crowned Garter (S.3768), some edge knocks, about fine £70-80

A good group of counterstamped and otherwise marked copper coinage including some on both Irish and Evasion issues

106 **George II – Victoria**, but mostly George III, various halfpennies and smaller coins with small neat initials (9); halfpenny, W. JEROME; other stamped or marked coins (7), James II – George II; TS cypher engraved on smoothed halfpenny; others (4) and smaller (4), *host coins worn* (26) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault

107 **George III**, Cartwheel pennies (4), each with initials counterstamped on obverse within crenelated rectangle: GW; I.F, PRIME below; M.T; W.F, heart above containing masonic compass and square; another, IC on *rev.*, *host coins worn* (5) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

108 **George III**, Cartwheel pennies (5), counterstamped on obverse: crown over XV to side of TRIC 1799, *rev.* crown over XV, larger (twice); bird within rectangle (perhaps the Liver Bird), over previously counterstamped coin; MF monogram within rectangle, *coin pierced*, four hearts both sides; an open hand, *host coins worn* (5) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

109 **George III**, Cartwheel pennies (5), counterstamped on obverse: crown over TC; crown over F; crown over S, repeated 4 times on *rev.*, central piercing, multiple crowns and tooled border, *pierced*; crown over GR, MORTIMER (double-stamped) above, *pierced*; halfpenny, crown above IL, double struck on well-worn flan, other *host coins also worn* (6) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault

110 **George III**, Cartwheel pennies (5), blacksmith counterstamps (4), hammer and horseshoe, J.COOK; WS over horseshoe; partial beaded circle, horseshoe and tongs; horseshoe; names (3), MORDEN, JOB CAUDWELL, CHAPMAN; initials, SS, I, G’s and M; and ACKROYD on George IV halfpenny, *host coins worn, two pierced* (11) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault
George III, anti-slavery tokens (2), one small S, other IC over the hands; copper coins, mostly halfpence (9), variously countermarked with stamps of star/sun-like forms; engraved coins (4), including Prince of Wales's plume / A.C 1736, host coins worn, two pierced, one centrally (15) £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

George III, bold counterstamps, Cartwheel pennies (4), GR (over smaller TS and WC on rev., over R - K; TC in crenelated heart; CD; other large copper (4), BB; DD in inverted heart; RP in crenelated rectangle; crude profile bust r.; sundry others (6); and Victorian bronze pence (6) includes crown on 1860; and halfpenny, host coins worn (20) £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

George III, a varied selection of counterstamps; three pellets in shield (2); crowned M; T.I.; BB; T; B; Z; TW; E.F; E.H; SG; I.E (on William and Mary); WM; SC; IC; LF; EG; ED; crowned Y; others (5), host coins worn, several pierced (25) £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

Angola, Joseph I, macuta, 1763, arms on crowned globe, rev. value, officially countermarked on rev. with crowned arms; European copper coins (and one Chile), with a selection of counterstamps; France (7), including axe on Louis XVI; Russia, Siberia, 2-kopek, 1775, KM, stamped P (?) C; others (16), some on small denomination coins, varied state, hosts often fine or better (25) £120-160 *ex Baldwin's vault

Far East, George III, Cartwheel penny, 1797, obv. with three Chinese counterstamps, rev. defaced with 'peck' marks, only fine but most unusual £60-80 *ex Baldwin's vault

*********************************
118 **George IV**, sovereign, 1822, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), light edge bruise at 12 o'clock on reverse, very fine £400-500

119 **George IV**, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), good fine £400-500

120 **George IV**, copper third of a farthing, 1827 (S.3827), uncirculated with lustre £85-100

121 **George IV and Victoria**, crowns (2): 1822 TERTIO; 1844 (S.3805/82), about fine and good fine (2) £60-80

122 **William IV**, sovereign, 1832, second bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), good fine or better £450-550

123 **Victoria**, half sovereigns (3): 1874, die no. 26; 1883; 1885, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3860D, 3861), fine to very fine (3) £220-250

124 **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3864), in Jubilee Mint presentation box, very fine £1250-1500

125 **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3865), in Jubilee Mint presentation box, tiny dig below date, good very fine £500-600

126 **Victoria**, crown, 1845, young head (S.3882), fine or better £70-80

127 **Victoria**, Britannia groat, 1847/8 (or 6), bust l., rev. Britannia (ESC 3339, R4 [1942]; S. 3913), obverse scuffed very fine, reverse better and showing clear overdate £80-120

128 **Victoria**, bronze halfpenny, 1887, young head (BMC 1843; S.3956), extremely fine with almost full mint bloom £70-110

*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection. ex Baldwin vault
**129**  Victoria, bronze halfpenny, 1893, young bust l., rev. Britannia l., (P 1852; S 3956) certified and graded by PCGS as MS64RD  £160-180

**130**  Victoria, bronze farthing, 1895, young head, rev., Britannia seated r., date in ex., (Freeman 570 dies 7 + F; S.3958), uncirculated with lustre  £70-100

**131**  Victoria, copper third farthing, 1844, large G’s in REG (S.3952), uncirculated with much lustre  £130-160

**132**  Victoria, Maundy set, 1897, veiled bust, extremely fine  £70-80

**133**  British trade dollar, 1898 B (Bombay), Britannia standing l., holding shield and trident, rev. value within ornate design (KM:T5), extremely fine  £65-85

**134**  Edward VII, contemporary gilt-silver copy of half sovereign, 1906, gilding rubbed, fine  £50-70 *ex W. V. R [Roy] Baldwin Collection

**135**  George V, proof crown, 1927, head l., rev. large crown within circular wreath (ESC 3631 [367]; S.4036), lightly impaired, extremely fine  £150-200

**136**  George V, proof crown, 1927, bare head l., rev. large crown within wreath (S.4036), about extremely fine  £100-150

**137**  George V, ‘Wreath’ crown, 1933, head left, rev. large crown, date over (Bull 3644; ESC 373; S 4036), dull tone, a few minor scuffs, about uncirculated  £280-380


**139**  Edward VIII, fantasy medallic gold coin, 1936, bare head l., rev. St. George spearing the dragon, 28mm., 9ct., wt. 15.39gms., prooflike, good extremely fine  £150-200

**140**  George VI, pennies, 1947 (38), bare head l., rev. Britannia seated r. with shield and trident (S.4114), mostly mint state with full lustre (38)  £80-100 Given to the consignor in his birth year.

**141**  George VI, halfpennies, 1946 (14), bare head l., rev. ship sailing l. (S.4115), mostly mint state, scarce date, with brass threepences (5): 1938 (4); 1939, extremely fine or better (19)  £130-150

**142**  George VI, halfpennies, 1947 (68), bare head l., rev. ship sailing l. (S.4115), mostly mint state (68)  £80-100 Given to the consignor in his birth year.

**143**  George VI, halfpennies, 1948 (43), bare head l., rev. ship sailing l. (S.4115); and a 1948 penny (S.4114), mostly mint state (44)  £60-70
144 Guernsey, Elizabeth II, proof gold 50 pounds, 1998, Queen Mother (KM.136), FDC £400-500

145 Elizabeth II, sovereign, 2017, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC12), in Royal Mint boxes of issue, with certificate and booklet, FDC £400-500

146 Elizabeth II, 2008 Family silver 5 coin proof set, including silver "Britannia"; 2014 commemorative edition 6 coin proof set, in leatherette folder of issue; 2115 definitive 8 coin proof set, in leatherette case of issue; 2016 commemorative edition 8 coin proof set, in leatherette folder of issue; 2017 silver proof 5 coin commemorative set, in black lacquered case of issue; Channel Islands, various proof crowns (6); sundry other proof-like coins (10); Book: Royal Mint Collector Coins, 2006, coins mint state (lot) £220-260
*Please note this lot is collection only

147 Elizabeth II, year sets, definitive coin sets, etc. (8), 1970; 'plastic' set, 1971; and 2009, 2013 (4), 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018; individual Royal Mint proof coins marketed as “A piece of history” (14); others, Queen's Jubilee Collection (4), original packaging, mint state (lot) £160-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

148 Elizabeth II, Royal Mint, pre-decimal collections (2); 2005 3 coin set; 2012 year set; a collection of individual packaged uncirculated coins (21), mint state; others, mostly crowns or crown-size (40 – including 3 foreign), most uncirculated (lot) £70-100
*Please note this lot is collection only

149 Elizabeth II, individual cased proof coins, 2013 Coronation anniversary, silver crowns (2); others, various (6), mint state (8) £80-120
*Please note this lot is collection only

150 Elizabeth II, UK & Channel Islands coinage, face value £30 (£2's and £1's); crown size (15); sundry smaller including new pence, and a few unrelated these including modern USA 1-cent pieces, many extremely fine or better (lot) £50-80
*Please note this lot is collection only

151 Elizabeth II, UK coinage and currency, together with a few older pieces; and quantity of USA Lincoln cents, varied state (lot) £50-80
*Please note this lot is collection only

152 Miscellaneous English coins: Victorian crowns (3); silver threepences (75); slightly over £4 face value pre-47 silver; USA, dollar, 1881S, uncirculated, and miscellaneous other coins (lot) £80-100
*Please note this lot is collection only

153 British regal and other copper coinage, mostly 18th–19th century, with sundry tokens, etc. (82), varied state (82) £50-70
*Please note this lot is collection only

154 British silver coinage, pre '47, mostly George V-George VI; together with a small bag of bronze halfpennies, mostly fair to fine (lot) £70-90
*Please note this lot is collection only

155 Modern British, Commonwealth, European and World coinage, a large and miscellaneous quantity of 20th century coinage, including a few better pieces (though very few silver), varied state (lot) £80-120
*Please note this lot is collection only

156 British and World coinage, mostly 20th-21st century, in base metals, a large quantity, varied state £50-80
*Please note this lot is collection only

157 An accumulative collection, pierced, mounted and otherwise damaged silver coins, mostly British but including some foreign (two crown-size); together with some undamaged coins, including U.S., these varied state, others from well-worn to fine (lot) £80-120
*Please note this lot is collection only
IRELAND

158 **Elizabeth I**, groat, base coinage issue, 1558, mm rose, crowned bust l., reads REGI, **rev.** crowned Irish harp, E – R crowned to either side (DF 246; S.6504), **nearly very fine** £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

159 **Elizabeth I**, copper halfpenny, 1601, E – R either side of shield, **rev.** Irish harp (DF 255; S.6501), the mm not clear, fine £50-80

160 **James II**, Limerick besieged, farthing, 1691, laur. and dr. bust l., **rev.** Hibernia seated left (DF 487; S.6595), a little off-centre, good very fine £150-200

161 **William and Mary**, copper halfpenny, 1692, conjoined busts r., As in GRATIA appear unbarred **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 495; S.6597), **nearly very fine and very rare** £200-300 *ex Baldwin’s vault
First impression is that the A’s are definitely unbarred, however under strong magnification just a hint of a bar can be seen

162 **William and Mary**, copper halfpenny, 1693, conjoined busts r., **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 496; S.6597), **very fine** £80-120 *ex Baldwin’s vault

163 **William and Mary**, copper halfpennies, 1693 (4) conjoined busts r., **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 496; S.6597), **all fine** (4) £150-200
One sold with old ticket

164 **William and Mary**, copper halfpenny, 1694, conjoined busts r., **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 497; S.6597), **very fine** £80-120 *ex Richard A. Hoblyn, FSA, MBNS, Sotheby Auction, 8 December, 1906 (lot 291, part) Collection and Baldwin’s vault. The auction catalogued by A. H. Baldwin & Sons

165 **William and Mary**, copper halfpennies (3), 1694, conjoined busts r., **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 497; S.6597), **fair, fine or a little better** (3) £100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault
Two sold with old tickets

166 **William and Mary**, copper halfpennies (3), 1692, 1693, 1694, conjoined busts r., **rev.** crowned Irish harp dividing date (S.6597), **fair and fine** (4) £80-120 *ex Baldwin’s vault
Sold with old tickets

167 **William III**, halfpennies (4), 1696, draped and un-draped (2 of each), busts r., **rev.** Irish harp (S. 6598, 6599), **fair and fine** (4) £80-120 *ex Baldwin’s vault

168 **George I**, Wood’s Hibernia coinage, farthing, 1723, type III, laur. bust r., **rev.** Hibernia seated with harp (S.6604), die flaw between bead and DE of DEI, **obverse very fine retaining some redness, reverse weak, good fine** £70-90 *ex Baldwin’s vault
169 George II, halfpenny, 1736, type I, laur. bust r., rev. Irish harp (S. 6605), good very fine £70-100
*ex Baldwin's vault

170 George II, halfpennies (2), 1742, type II; 1750, type III, laur. bust r., rev. Irish harp (S. 6606-7), very fine (2) £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
Second sold with old with old ticket

171 George II, halfpennies (4), 1743, 1744, 1747, 1750, types II & III, laur. bust r., rev. Irish harp (S. 6606-7), all fine (4) £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

172 George II, halfpenny and farthings (2), all 1760, old head issued in 1762, laur. bust r., rev. Irish harp (S. 6610-11), one farthing sharp very fine, other two good fine (3) £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

173 George III, Bank of Ireland, token coinage (5) 10-pence (3), and 5-pence, all 1805, draped, laur. head; 10-pence, 1813, large laur. head (S. 6617, 6618, 6619), very fine and better, some toned (5) £120-150
*ex Baldwin's vault

174 George III, “Voce Populi” coinage, 1760, halfpennies (3), laur. bust r., rev. Hibernia with harp, type I (DF 565), poor, segment missing from flan; type 3 (DF 567), fair to fine; unspecified, flattened flan, fair (3) £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
These coins circulated in the North American Colonies and are of USA interest

175 George III, “Voce Populi” coinage, halfpenny, 1760, laur. bust r., rev. Hibernia with harp, type 4 (DF 569), fine or a little better £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
These coins circulated in the North American Colonies and are of USA interest

176 George III, “Voce Populi” coinage, halfpenny, 1760, laur. bust r., rev. Hibernia with harp, type 5 (DF 570), good fine, rev. perhaps better £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
These coins circulated in the North American Colonies and are of USA interest

177 George III, “Voce Populi” coinage, halfpenny, 1760, laur. bust r., rev. Hibernia with harp, type 6 (DF 571), fine £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
These coins circulated in the North American Colonies and are of USA interest
178 George III, “Voce Populi” coinage, halfpennies (2), 1760, long laur. bust r., P before it, rev. Hibernia with harp, type 9 (DF 576), first fair, second would be fine but central piercing (2) £80-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault
These coins circulated in the North American Colonies and are of USA interest

179 George III, halfpenny, 1766, type I, laur. bust, short hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 580; S.6612), extremely fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

180 George III, halfpenny, 1769, type II, laur. tall bust, short hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 582; S.6613), nearly extremely fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

181 George III, halfpenny, 1781, type III, laur. bust with long hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 587; S.6614), nearly extremely fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

182 George III, halfpenny, 1781, type III, laur. bust with long hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 587; S.6614), seemingly a Regal issue, nearly extremely fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

183 George III, halfpenny, 1782, type III, laur. bust with long hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 588; S.6614), extremely fine £180-220
*ex Baldwin’s vault

184 George III, halfpenny, 1782, type III, laur. bust with long hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 588; S.6614), nearly extremely fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

185 George III, halfpennies (4), 1769, type I, 1775, 1776 (2), 1781, 1782, type III, laur. bust with long hair, rev. crowned harp (S.6612, 6614), fine or better; regal evasions (2), 1769, seemingly cast with double obverse image and legend; 1771, GEORGE RULES / HILARIAS, fair to fine (8) £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

186 George III, proof halfpenny, 1805, struck in gilt-copper, Soho Mint coinage, laur. and draped bust r., rev. crowned harp, date below, HIBERNIA above, edge centre-grained (D&F 599; S.6621), impaired, jeweller’s graffiti “X” by harp, very fine £80-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault
With old ticket (for gilt penny)
187 George III, penny, halfpenny, 1805 and farthing, 1806, Soho Mint coinage, laur. and draped bust r., rev. crowned harp (DF 590, 596, 602; S.6620-22), very fine, perhaps better (3) £70-100
*ex Baldwin’s vault
First with old ticket

188 George III, halfpenny, 1805, Soho Mint coinage, struck (in error?) with a plain edge, laur. and draped bust r., rev. crowned harp (DF 596; S.6621), a slight die flaw extends down from the base of the EX of REX and ‘cut’ through crown, very fine, rare and unusual £150-200
*ex Baldwin’s vault

189 George III, halfpennies (6), 1805, Soho Mint coinage, laur. and draped bust r., rev. crowned harp (DF 596; S.6621), fine to very fine (6) £70-100
*ex Baldwin’s vault

190 George III, farthings (2), 1806, Soho Mint coinage, laur. and draped bust r., rev. crowned harp (DF 602; S.6622), extremely fine with much redness (to obverse of one and reverse of other); another, very fine (3) £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault

191 George IV, halfpennies (3), 1822, 1823 (2), laur. bust l., rev. crowned harp (S.6624), very fine; other 1822 (5), fair to fine (6) £80-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault

192 Victoria, a worn florin, 1883, the centre of the reverse stamped with shamrock in which “J DONEGAL”, coin fine, countermark better, rare £80-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault
An old stock ticket states, “An Irish Political Party mark”.

193 Irish Free State, penny, halfpennies (3) and farthings (3), all 1928; Eire, farthings (12), 1944, many extremely fine; other farthings (8), mixed, fine and better (27) £50-70
*ex Baldwin’s vault

194 Miscellaneous, British and Irish Copper Coins, an interesting lot (approx 200) £80-100
*Please note this lot is collection only

195 Buckinghamshire, Aylesbury, [F. Wheeler], halfpenny, 1796 (DH.3); Lancashire, Halsall, penny [c.1784] (DH.1); Middlesex, Blackfriars, [J. Spittle], halfpenny (DH.257a); further halfpennies of England (13) and Ireland (1); 19th century, London, Walter W. Tyler, three halfpence, greyhound, UPPER GRANGE R D., OLD KENT R D.; industrial token, 1771, value 3, no. 325, numerals punched in, W B engraved on reverse; miscellaneous copper foreign coins and tokens, 19th century (4), Blackfriars halfpenny about extremely fine, the rest nearly very fine to nearly extremely fine, with a Festival of Britain crown, 1951, in box, uncirculated; and British war medals (2), awarded to 186548 GNR J F Farmer RA and 3306 PTE T Parkinson LAN FUS, in old registered envelope (26) £225-250
196 Lancashire, halfpennies including counterfeits and mules, of Lancaster, Liverpool, Manchester and Rochdale, mostly fine to good very fine, all with identifying envelopes, believed all different, several rare (50) £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

197 London, Wapping, token halfpenny, Edward Fish at the svnn; Ireland, George I, Wood’s coinage, Halfpenny, 1723 (S 6601); Malacca, ‘cock’ copper kepping; uniface token, chained bear, NI above; other copper including Egypt (3), France, Ionian Islands, Canada, Russia, ZAR, etc.; together with miscellaneous coins of the world, many 19th century, a few silver, many very fine, some more recent better (lot) £120-150 *Please note this lot is collection only

198 Middlesex, Ealing, James Lewis, halfpenny, 1666 (W40), the only token for this village, Hammersmith (3), William Harding, halfpenny 1667 (W68), Richard Terry at the Waterman’s Arms, farthing (W75), Adam Wright, halfpenny 1668 (W77), Hounslow (2), Henry Cleaver, Postmaster, halfpenny (W101), Matthew Garnett at the Red Lion, halfpenny 1668 (W102), Isleworth (4), Richard Lansborough (2), halfpenny 1669 and farthing (W108, 109), George and Susan Page at the Grocer’s Arms, halfpenny 1666 (W111), Thomas Pocock, halfpenny 1666 (W112), generally fine or better (10) £350-400 *Please note this lot is collection only

199 Middlesex, penny tokens featuring buildings (2): Kempson’s series, Guildhall (DH.42); Skidmore’s series, Sherborne Castle, Oxfordshire (DH.132), nearly extremely fine, DH.42 with some small verdigris spots, DH.132 perhaps cleaned long ago (2) £120-150

200 Shropshire [etc.], John Wilkinson, halfpennies including counterfeits, of barge type (2), forge (30), Vulcan (3), mule (1), mostly fine to good very fine, all with identifying envelopes, believed all different, several rare (36) £150-250 *ex Baldwin’s vault

201 Staffordshire, Yoxall, Zachariah Lightwood, octagonal halfpenny, 1671 (W103), Southwark Bankside, Henry Bayley, Farthing, 1657 (W118), Henry Stiles, farthing 1666 (W136), Montague Close DF farthing, undated, (W315), Warwick, Bacon’s End, John Cotterell, halfpenny, undated (W102 or 105), Warwick, John Garlic at the Angel, farthing, undated (W178), generally fine and some rare (6) £200-250

202 Suffolk, pennies (8), of Bungay, Bury St Edmunds, Hoxne, and Woodbridge; halfpennies (52), of Beccles, Blything, Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill, Hoxne, Ipswich, Lowestoft, and Denton (Norfolk), fine to good very fine, some identified, no duplication, some scarce (60) £200-300 *ex Baldwin’s vault

203 Hop and other farm tokens, 18th and 19th century, chiefly of Kent and Sussex, in brass, lead, tinplate and zinc, poor to very fine, some corroded, mainly in envelopes and identified, some as ‘not in Acworth’; considerable duplication noted, from at least two old collections, one of which was Denis Vorley’s (approx. 170) £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

204 Wales, Anglesey, pennies (4), halfpennies (63), farthing (1); North Wales, halfpennies (4), mostly fine to good very fine, all with identifying envelopes, believed all different, including some counterfeits, several rare, three ex Hamer (72) £250-350 *ex Baldwin’s vault

205 18th century, pennies (9), halfpennies (67), farthings (13), mainly English, mostly fine to very fine (89) £300-350 *ex Baldwin’s vault

*Please note this lot is collection only
206 18th century, halfpennies, mainly English, mostly fine to very fine (107)
£300-350
*ex Baldwin’s vault
*Please note this lot is collection only

207 18th century, halfpennies, mainly English, mostly fine to very fine (109)
£300-350
*ex Baldwin’s vault
*Please note this lot is collection only

208 George III, Bank Tokens (5), eighteen-pence, 1811 (S. 3772: 4 – 2 gilt); Ireland 10-pence, 1805; Provincial silver tokens (5), Newcastle on Tyne, 30-pence, 1811, fine; Shillings (4), including Bristol and Frome; Sixpences (9), including Bristol (2), Charing Cross, Shaftesbury, and York, named coins very fine, unless stated, others fine (18) £100-150

IRISH TOKENS

209 Co. Antrim, Belfast, William Ringland, copper token twopence, c. 1735, dove to l., GOOD TIDINGS (D.11), fine; Co. Down, Newtownards, John McCully, twopence, 1761, legend around cask, rev. legend in 9 lines (D 44), fine, but defacing punch-mark to centre of reverse (2) £80-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault

210 Co. Armagh, Armagh, Alex Morton, silver token threepence, 1736, legend, ALEX MORTON ARMAGH *** 1736, rev. I PROMIS TO PAY THE BEARER THREE PENCE (D 24; Macalister 526), good fine for issue, some flatness, very rare £700-1000
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Alex Morton (d. 1750), clockmaker and horologist, Scotch Street and later Market Street, Armagh

211 Co. Down, Newtownards, Thomas Fisher, copper token twopence, c. 1730s, kingfisher standing l., rev. legend in 8 lines (D.40), fine £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault

212 Co. Down, Newtownards, Thomas Fisher, copper token twopence, c. 1730s, kingfisher standing l., rev. legend in 8 lines (D.40), advancing die flaw; fine, reverse better £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault

213 Co. Down, Newtownards, Thomas Fisher, copper token twopence, c. 1730s, kingfisher standing l., rev. legend in 8 lines (D.40), die flaw advanced, obverse fair, reverse fine £70-100
*ex Baldwin’s vault

214 Co. Dublin, Dublin, James Maculla, copper token halfpennies (4), 1729, legend both sides (D.56), fair, fine (2) and one better (4) £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault
215 Co Dublin, Dublin, James Maculla, Penny, 1731, fleur-de-lis, rev. Justice stands between pillars (D.52), nearly very fine, but flan has curved mis-striking lines both sides, usual die flaw, rare £150-200
*ex Baldwin's vault

216 Co Dublin, Dublin, James Maculla, Penny, 1731, fleur-de-lis, rev. Justice stands between pillars (D.52), graffiti initials I – P either side of fleur-de-lis, fine £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

217 Co Dublin, Dublin, Holmes's Irish Cutlery, copper token, crowned harp within Garter, FOR GET ME NOT, rev. legend (Macalister 973; Dublinia 374), very fine £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

218 Co Dublin, Dublin, ticket for one penny, 1797, TO PREVENT THE ABUSE OF CHARITY, IN THE CONSUMPTION OF WHISKEY..., rev. VALUE ONE PENNY IN PROVISIONS (ONLY)... (DH.1), fine and rare £70-100
*ex Baldwin's vault

219 Co Dublin, Dublin, Johnson, Jeweller, advertising tickets (2), rev. puzzle legend, SRWSROEOEHUOMNEMPHNEA - FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS, 16mm, both with small piercings, very fine (2) £40-60
*ex Baldwin's vault

220 Co Dublin, Camac, Kyan and Camac, halfpennies, 1792 (10 – DH.30/33/53Bis/10 6/109/113/116Bis/134/159/172), last fair, the rest nearly fine to nearly very fine, all with identifying envelopes, mostly rare (10) £120-180
*ex Baldwin's vault

221 Co Dublin, Camac, Kyan and Camac (9): halfpennies, 1793 (4 – DH.240/243/244/245), 1794 (3 – DH.256/264/267), farthings, 1792 (2 – DH.389/391), DH.243 fair, the rest nearly fine to nearly very fine, all with identifying envelopes, some rare (9) £100-150
*ex Baldwin's vault

*ex Baldwin's vault, DH.356, 358 and 369 ex Longman (lot 397, part); DH.370 ex Hamer (lot 564, part)

223 Duke of Ormande, 'St Patrick' coinage [c.1667-74], farthing or small halfpenny, King David playing harp, rev. St Patrick driving out reptiles, church to right (S.6569; Breen 208), fair/mediocre, brass splash clear on crown, IR counterstamped on obverse, scratch on reverse £80-100

224 Co Wicklow, Cronebane, halfpennies (15), counterfeits and mules (46), mostly fine to good very fine, all with identifying envelopes, believed all different, several rare (61) £180-250
*ex Baldwin's vault
225 Counterfeits and mules of Camac halfpennies (13): Co. Dublin (12 – DH.91/9 1a/150/157/175/177/213/229/231 (2)/380); Co. Wicklow (DH.59), DH.177 and 213 fair, the rest fine to good very fine, DH.229 pierced, all with identifying envelopes, some rare (13) £120-180 *ex Baldwin's vault

226 Non-local issue, copper halfpenny, 1819, a beehive, FROM INDUSTRY ABUNDANCE FLOWS, rev. Irish harp (D 72), nearly very fine for issue, very rare £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

227 Non-local issue, copper halfpennies (2), 1819, a beehive, FROM INDUSTRY ABUNDANCE FLOWS, rev. Irish harp (D 72), one good fine, but portion of both sides weakly struck, second similar weakness, pierced, fair to fine (2) £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

228 Temperance Halfpennies (3), 1840, copper, arms, rev. CHILDREN TRAINED IN THE HABITS...WILL NEVER BECOME DRUNKARDS..., very fine, sundry other tokens (5), fair to fine; and coin weight, 1760, extremely fine (9) £80-100 *ex Baldwin's vault

229 Coin Weights (12), including portrait types of William III (1-guinea) and John V of Portugal (36-shillings); with apothecary weight (12), mostly fine or better (24) £45-60

230 Gold Memorial ring, “Wm DISTON OB 4 NOV 1744Æ.76”, maker's mark GE (perhaps George Ellis, London), tot. wt. 4.63gms, much distressed £60-80 The name William Diston is found on a token halfpenny for Chipping Norton, 1666, so possibly associated with the same family.

231 A group of antique pocket watches, including Thos. Russell (Russells), Liverpool (4 – one a ‘Time O Day’ desk watch; the Waltham Watch Co., USA (2); others (5); ladies (2), most damaged or distressed; propelling pencil, 9ct, by S J Rose & Son, name removed; Georgian spoon with later raised and bright cut decoration; 'gold' Albert (unmarked); sundry coins, old buckles, watch keys, and others (lot) £200-300 *Please note this lot is collection only

232 Maundy money cases, fitted red leatherette cases for sets (12), all but one official-looking (but not official), sold as seen, not subject to return £40-50

233 Miscellaneous, Military Medals, an interesting lot (20) £80-150

234 Austria, Maria Theresa (1740-1780), thaler, 1761 Hall mint (Dav 1121), very fine £80-100

235 Austria, Maria Theresa, thaler 1764 Hall mint (Dav 1121), good very fine £100-120

236 Austria, silver thalers (6), 1754, 1771, 1773, 1815, 1820 and 1780 (restrike), about very fine (6) £200-250

237 Australia, George V, halfpenny, 1919, crowned bust l., rev. value within circle (KM.22), extremely fine, little actual wear £50-70

238 WORLD COINS

234 Austria, Maria Theresa (1740-1780), thaler, 1761 Hall mint (Dav 1121), very fine £80-100

235 Austria, Maria Theresa, thaler 1764 Hall mint (Dav 1121), good very fine £100-120

236 Austria, silver thalers (6), 1754, 1771, 1773, 1815, 1820 and 1780 (restrike), about very fine (6) £200-250

237 Australia, George V, halfpenny, 1919, crowned bust l., rev. value within circle (KM.22), extremely fine, little actual wear £50-70
238 **China**, Szechuan Province, 3-mace 6-candareens or 50-cents, undated (1901-08), facing dragon, H of SZECHUAN clearly over S, rev. legends (L&M 347; Kann 146; KM.Y-237.2), slight peripheral weakness in striking, very fine, toned £150-200

239 **China**, cash coinage, a collection of cash coins, some identified in envelopes, together with larger copies and fantasies; with later milled copper / bronze coins, an interesting selection, many very fine (lot) £100-150

*Please note this lot is collection only*

240 **China**, a group of cash coinage (40), one 7-sided, one square and larger sizes (8), a variety of types, fine to very fine (40) £20-30

241 **Denmark**, Gluckstadt, Christian IV (1588-1648), silver ‘wire money’ 4-skilling lybsk, horseman to r., rev. legend (KM.9.1); 2-skillings (4), similar, generally fine (5) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

242 **Denmark**, Schleswig-Holstein-Ploen, Johann der Jüngere (1559-1622), silver 2-schillings [Lübsch] (3), 1621, 1 over 0; 1621 (2), netle leaf, rev. legend (KM.11), fine (3) £70-90

*ex Baldwin’s vault

243 **Denmark**, Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp, Friedrich III, silver 1/16-daler (3), 1624 (2), 1625 (KM.69); 1/16-daler (4), 1647, 1648 (2), 1652 (KM.93); Christian Albrecht, 1/16-daler (2), 1670, 1678 (KM.113); and ‘nettle’ 2-schilling, fine (10) £80-120

244 **Denmark**, Christian IV, 1/16-speciedaler, 1645 (KM.6); 12-skillings (2); 8-skillings and skilling; Frederick III, minor coinage (24), including portrait coins (4), Glückstadt, 1666, 1667 (2), 1668 (KM.26, 54.1, 57), fair, fine and better (29) £80-120

245 **Denmark**, Schleswig-Holstein, Duchy, Christian VII, copper sechslings (3), monogram, rev. legend and date (KM.118), two very fine, one a little better, Friedrich VII (1848-1863), Sechslings and Dreiling, 1850 TA – Altona, very fine, some redness to Sechslings (5) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

246 **Denmark**, Christian IX, bronze 2 øre (2), 1874 (KM.793.1); other bronze coinage, Frederick VIII, 2 øre (8) and 1 øre (15), 1907 (KM.805, 804); Christian X, 1 øre, 1915 (KM.812.1), mint state or virtually so (26) £65-80

247 **Denmark and Sweden**, 19th – 20th century coinage, minor silver (7); bronze and base metals (68); earlier (5), many very fine (80) £70-90

*Please note this lot is collection only*

248 **East Africa**, George VI, misstruck 10 cents, 1942, central hole punched 5-6mm. above correct place, crown over value flanked by fleurs, rev. 10 over tusks (KM.26.2), about very fine £60-80
249 **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLVS REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVILLO, without x in legend, wt. 1.05gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), toned, very fine £85-100

250 **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLVS REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVILLO, without x in legend or lozenge within monogram, wt. 1.04gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £85-100

251 **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLVS REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVILLO, without x in legend, wt. 0.99gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £85-100

252 **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLVS REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVILLO, without x in legend, wt. 1.02gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £85-100

253 **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLVS REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVILLO, without x in legend, wt. 0.95gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £85-100

254 **France**, The Directoire (1798-1799), 5 francs, year 7-Q, Perpignon, (KM c 138.5), better than very fine £120-150

255 **France**, Francis I (1515-1547), douzain à la croisette (7) undated (1541), Bourges, Grenoble, Tours, Montpellier and Lyon mints, mostly fine, a few better (7) £80-100

256 **France**, Henry III (1574-1589), franc au col plat 1578 Angers, 1578 Lyons, (Dup 1130), very fine (2) £80-100

257 **France**, Henry III, franc au col plat (2), l. Bayome 1578, 1582, fine to very fine (2) £80-100

258 **France**, Henry III, franc d’argent 1582, M. Toulouse, franc au col plat 1586, G-Poitiers, first clipped, both about very fine (2) £80-100

259 **France**, Henry III, demi franc (4), 1587 (2) Rouen, Limoges 1588 Riom, and 1589 Amiens with error legend reading Henry II, usual regular crude strikes, fine to very fine (4) £100-120

260 **France**, Henry III, quarter ecu (2), 1579 Rennes, 1587 Paris, Henry VI quarter ecu (2), date illegible, Rennes, and in name of Charles V 1591 Paris (Dup 1212A, 1133, 1177), fine to very fine (4) £100-120

261 **France**, Henry IV, quarter ecu de Bearn 1590 Pau, and 1/8 ecu de Navarre 1591 St. Palais (Dup 1240, 1239), about very fine (2) £100-120

262 No Lot

263 **France**, Louis XVI, ecu de 6 livres 1792, Limoges, error spelling Francois, (KM 93.6), very fine £100-120

264 **French Colonies**, Isles de France et de Bourbon, Louis XVI, Pattern 30-Sous, by Francois Bernier, silvered lead (?), bust l., LOUIS XVI ROI DES FRANCE, signed on truncation, rev. seated figure of France holding Constitution, with fasces, shield and cockerel, LA NATION LA LOI LE ROI, 32.5mm (Ciani 2258/9, bell metal and lead; Mazard 223/4, R), very fine and extremely rare £300-500

*ex Baldwin’s vault*
265 No Lot

266 **Hong Kong**, Victoria - Edward VII, 10 cents (40); 5 cents (17), *very fine to extremely fine*, contained in an old box and with 2 canvas bags printed HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION 31, LOMBARD STREET (57 coins) £250-350

267 **Hong Kong**, copper cents (10), Victoria (2), Edward VII (7), George V (4), *fine and better*, other minor coinage, George V (1), George VI (5), *fine and better*, Elizabeth II (17), *very fine and better* (35) £70-90

*ex Baldwin’s vault

268 **Hungary**, Maria Theresa, thaler 1742, Kremmitz mint (Dav 1125), *good very fine* £100-120

269 **India**, Suri Sultans of Delhi and Mughal, group of 24 copper dams: Sher Shah Suri (945-952h) [10]; Islam Shah Suri (952-960h) [4]; Muhammad ‘Adil Shah Suri (960-964h) [8]; various types, without visible mints; Akbar (963-1014h), Lakhnau, Dehli, *Mostly fine to good fine* (24) £70-90

270 **India**, Suri Sultans of Delhi, Sikandar Shah Suri (961?-2h), two copper dams (G&G D1153), date off-flan, *fine to good fine and very scarce* (2) £50-70

271 **India**, Mughal, rupees (9) Aurangzeb Akbarabad 1071/3 (KM.298.1), Junagadh 1082/14 (KM.301.2), Dar al-Mulk Kabul, date not clear (KM.300.45), Lakhnau 1098/30 (KM.300.54), Dar al-Saltana Lahore 1106/38 (KM.300.53), Shahjahanabad 1098/31 (KM.300.81), Shah ‘Alam Bahadur Mustaqr al-Mulk (Akbarabad) yr 5 (KM.347.1A), Itawa yr 2 (KM.347.8), Shahjahanabad 1119 (KM.354.4), *fine to about good very fine, a couple harshly cleaned* (9) £80-100

272 **India**, Mughal, rupees (10) Farrukhsiyar Dar al-Sarur Burhanpur, 1125/2 (KM.377.22), Shahjahanabad 1129/6, yr 7 (KM.377.55); Muhammad Shah Akhtarnagar Awadh yr 5 (KM.436.11), Itawa 1133/3 (KM.436.29), Kora 1155/21 (KM.436.39), Dar al-Saltana Lahore 1135/4 (KM.436.40), Shahjahanabad 1155/22 (KM.437.4), Alamgir II Shahjahanabad yr 4 (KM.457.1); EIC Farrukhabad rupee yr 45, vertical milling, inverted v mintmark (Calcutta) (PS 6.22, KM.70), *mostly very fine* (10) £80-100

273 **India**, East India Company, copper quarter anna, 1835, 1858 (4); Victoria, silver rupee,1862, the quarter annas with some lustre, *extremely fine, one lacquered; the rupee very good fine* (6) £50-70

274 **India**, Victoria, as Queen, rupees (3), 1862, Bombay mint, ‘Gothic’ bust l., *rev. value and date within acanthus leaf* border (KM.473.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61(2) and Mint State 62 (3)* £100-140

*ex Baldwin’s vault

275 **India**, Victoria, as Queen, rupee, 1862, Bombay mint, ‘Gothic’ bust l., *rev. value and date within acanthus leaf* border (KM.473.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 60 (10)* £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

276 **India**, Victoria, as Empress, rupees (5), 1877, Bombay mint, ‘Gothic’ bust l., *rev. value and date within acanthus leaf* border (KM.492), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 and Uncirculated (Cleaned)*; 1879 B, 1880 B, 1887 B, these certified and graded by NGC respectively as About Uncirculated 58; Slant top 1 – Mint State 61; Incuse, Inv. MM – Mint State 61 (5) £150-200

*ex Baldwin’s vault

*The coin certified as “Cleaned” shows the same surface and colour as of all the rupees and half-rupees within the group*
277 **India**, Victoria, as Empress, rupees (4), 1890, Calcutta mint; 1890 Bombay mint; 1891 B; 1892 B, incuse MM, all ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. value and date within acanthus leaf border (KM.492), certified and graded by NGC respectively as Mint State 61; About Uncirculated 58; Mint State 61; About Uncirculated 58 and Mint State 61 (2) (6) £120-160

*ex Baldwin’s vault

278 **India**, Victoria, as Empress, rupees (7), 1890 Bombay mint, ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. value and date within acanthus leaf border (KM.492), certified and graded by NGC respectively as Mint State 62 and Mint State 61 (6) (7) £120-160

*ex Baldwin’s vault

279 **India**, Victoria, as Empress, half-rupees (5), 1899 Bombay mint, ‘Gothic’ bust l., rev. value and date within acanthus leaf border (KM.491), certified and graded by NGC respectively as Mint State 62 (4) and Mint State 61 (5) £120-160

*ex Baldwin’s vault

280 **India and Indian sub-continent**, Imperial rupees (8); minors (10); Native States, a selection, silver, including rupees (3); base metals, a quantity from the Indo-Greek period to 20th century, an interesting selection, varied state, with many earlier pieces only fair to fine (lot) £100-150

*Please note this lot is collection only

281 **India**, a small group, mostly in album leaves, some silver including Bombay Presidency rupee; Imperial rupees (8 – one brooch mounted); **William IV**, half-rupee, 1835, very fine, **Egypt**, silver and base metal coins in album leaves, fair fine and better (lot) £80-120

*Please note this lot is collection only

282 **India**, Sultanates, Bengal, coinage in the name of Shams al-Din Iltutmish, Sultan of Delhi and the Caliph al-Mustansir, silver tanka, no mint, no date (G&G B37), uneven patina, very fine £200-250

283 **India**, miscellaneous silver, copper and other base metal coins (49) of the Princely States, East India Company and British India, including Madras bronzed proof cash 1803, very fine to uncirculated (49) £120-150

284 **India**, George V, bronze quarter-annas (150), mixed dates, crowned bust l., rev. value within decorative border (KM 512), mint state or virtually so (150) £120-180

*Please note this lot is collection only

285 **India**, George V, bronze quarter-annas (150), mixed dates, crowned bust l., rev. value within decorative border (KM 512), mint state or virtually so (150) £120-180

*Please note this lot is collection only

286 **India**, George VI, bronze quarter-annas (150), mixed dates, crowned bust l., rev. value within decorative border (KM 531), mint state or virtually so (150) £120-180

*Please note this lot is collection only

287 **India**, George VI, bronze quarter-annas (150), mixed dates, crowned bust l., rev. value within decorative border (KM 531), mint state or virtually so (150) £120-180

*Please note this lot is collection only

288 **India**, George VI, bronze quarter-annas (150), mixed dates, crowned bust l., rev. value, mixed dates (KM 534), mint state or virtually so (125) £80-120

*Please note this lot is collection only

289 **India**, George VI, 2-annas (125), mixed dates, varieties and metals, crowned bust l., rev. value (KM 540-542), mint state or virtually so (125) £80-120

*Please note this lot is collection only

290 **India**, George VI, nickel-brass half-annas (555), square, crowned bust l., rev. value, mixed dates (KM 534), mint state or virtually so (555) £200-300

*Please note this lot is collection only

291 **India**, George VI, nickel-brass half-annas (555), square, crowned bust l., rev. value, mixed dates (KM 534), mint state or virtually so (555) £200-300

*Please note this lot is collection only

292 **Miscellaneous**, base metal coins (49), mostly 19th Century from Baroda and 20th Century of the Republic, generally fine to extremely fine (49) £35-50
293 **Italy**, Venice, Tomaso Mocenigo (1414-1423), gold ducat, standard type, Doge kneels before St. Mark, rev. Christ standing (Fr.1231), *very fine*.

294 **German States**, gold 1/6-ducat, Madonna, rev. angel of Peace, *pierced, fine* (2) £180-220

295 **Japan**, Koshu Province, gold 1 shu kin, late 17th century, wt. 0.94gms, 10 mm. (JNDA.09-89; F.42; KM.92), *very fine and clearer than most specimens seen, mount mark on lower rim, rare* £180-200

296 **Netherlands**, Zeeland, silver ducat 1774, together with **France**, Louis XIV, silver eau 1702-A, Paris (KM 52.1; 1316.1), *both about very fine* (2) £40-60

297 **Panama**, 20 Balboas, 1974, *little wear but much stained*; **USA**, 1oz silver dollars (2), 1994, 1996; and half-dollar, 1982, *mint state, India*, temple token; **Russia**, Nicholas II, roubles (3); silver crown-size coins of the world (10); sundry minor silver coins etc (42), *varied state, except as stated* (60) £80-120

298 **Panama**, 20 Balboas, 1974, boxed and encapsulated, with certificate, *mint state; Bahamas*, proof set, 1981, with certificate; **UK Currency coinage sets** (10); **New Zealand** (2); others (2); cased / boxed coins (6); medallions (5), including Royal Mint Armada medal, 1988; sundry Soviet Russian in album; and coin paperweight, *many as issued*, small quantity of banknotes, many Indian, *poor to fine* (lot) £100-150

*Please note this lot is collection only

299 **South Africa**, George V, proof coins (4), 1923, comprising 2½ shillings, 2 shillings, shilling, and 3 pence (KM.19.1/18/17.1/15A), each certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64, Proof 63, Proof 63, and Proof 65 respectively (4) £650-950

300 **South Africa**, Elizabeth II, 5 shillings, 1960, 50th Anniversary of South African Union, Union Buildings, rev. shield of arms (KM.55), *certified and graded by PCGS as Prooflike 67, a very high grade, scarce, USA, commemorative half dollar, 1947S, Booker T. Washington, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64 (2) £60-80

301 **South America**, silver Native American Christian pendants (12), made from Latin American coins, some details just discernible on a few pieces, 23mm and loop, *much as made* (12) £45-50

302 **Straits Settlements**, George V, silver 20-cents (4), 10-cents (30), 5-cents (8), *generally fine to very fine* (42) £160-260

303 **Sudan**, Mohammed Ahmed (AH 1298-1302; 1881-1885), the Mahdi, 20 piastres, AH.1302, yr. 5, Khartoum mint, a contemporary cast copy (cf. KM.2), *fine* £60-80

*No Lot
305 Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH.1302-1316; 1885-1898), 20 piastres or dollar, AH.1304, yr. 1 (yr. 5 on obv.) (KM.7.1), very fine £60-80
With old dealer’s ticket for 12s/6d.

306 Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH.1302-1316; 1885-1898), 20 piastres or dollars (3), AH.1304 (2), yr. 1 (yr. 5 on obv.), AH.1312, yr. 12, similar (KM.7.1), fine (3) £60-80

307 Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH.1302-1316; 1885-1898), 20 piastres or dollars (4), AH.1312, yr. 12, similar but varieties, one with star border, fine (4) £60-80

308 Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH.1302-1316; 1885-1898), 20 piastres or dollars (4), AH.1311, yr. 11; AH.1312, yr. 12 (3 – one yr. 12 over 11), similar but varieties, fine (4) £60-80

309 Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH 1302-1316; AD 1885-1898), copper 20-piastres (3), Omduman mint, AH 1312/12 (AD 1894/5), legend and date within wreath, rev. legend within wreath, spears below (KM.26), fine to very fine, one shows hint of base silver (3) £85-100

310 Sweden, Oscar I, 1/8 riksdalers (3); 1831; 1832 (2) (KM.626), very fine, with earlier minor silver (4), copper (7), mostly extremely fine, sundry others (17), fine (31) £70-90

311 Sweden, Oscar I, 1/32 riksdalers, 1852 (8 – 6 with 2 over 1) (KM.681); 10 öre, 1865 (KM.710), tarnished, but extremely fine to mint state (9) £80-100

312 Sweden, Gustaf V, silver kronor (9): 1942; 1946; 1947 (2); 1948 (2); 1949 (2); 1950 (KM.814); with earlier 25 öre (3) and 10 öre (5 – one Norwegian), all but first extremely fine or better (17) £65-80

313 USA, the 1787 Brasher Doubloon with EB punch-mark on eagle’s wing – a 19th century cast copper or bronze restitution or reproduction of the famous coin, fine £60-80

314 USA, cent, 1802, draped bust variety, counterstamped with crude 8-pointed star over top of head (corresponding flatness on wreath tie and value on reverse); cent, 1824, later, Liberty head type, stamped before face with BMK within rectangle, first fine, second a little better (2) £100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault

315 USA, dollars (2): 1878; 1928S; Canada, dollar, 1951; with miscellaneous American silver coins, fine to extremely fine (11) £30-40
USA, Hard Times, copper “cents” (5), 1834, ‘Running Boar’, rev. PERISH CREDIT (W-10-210a); Jackass, rev. THE CONSTITUTION….. (W-10-310a); Tortoise with safe, 1837; van Buren / Webster ship tokens (2), 1837/1841, all very fine (5) £100-140

USA, Hard Times, ‘Millions for defence’, copper “cent”, 1837, Liberty head l., rev. NOT ONE CENT (W-11-80A); another; similar; others (2), also Liberty head, MINT DROP and CENTRE MARKET, first very fine, others nearly so (4) £80-120

USA, Hard Times, Benton Experiment, Mint Drop, copper “cent”, 1838, Liberty head l., ‘Loco Foco’ on coronet, rev. MINT DROP in centre of wreath (W-11-430a), extremely fine and retaining much mint redness and bloom £70-90

USA, Hard Times, a good group of tokens (14), various types, fine to very fine (14) £200-250

USA, Civil War tokens (18), store card types, Liberty head (4); Indian head (5) and others (9); and Gustavus Lindenmueller, 1868, mostly very fine, three (Army & Navy varieties) extremely fine, an interesting group (19) £100-150

USA, nickel 5-cents, Jefferson / Monticello, 1930’s – 1940’s, including War types (195), fine, very fine and some better (195) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

*Please note this lot is collection only

World coinage, including currency, mostly 20th century and base metals, and New Zealand mint set, 1967, this as issued, others varied state (lot) £45-60

*Please note this lot is collection only

World coinage, a small quantity in album leaves, mostly from 20th century, some earlier and including some silver, varied state (lot) £80-120

*Please note this lot is collection only

A small accumulation of world coinage, mostly 20th century and base metals, but including Iran, 5-krans (2), Muzaffar al-Din Shah and Ahmad Shah (KM.976, 1058); and South Africa, Kruger, threepence, 1897 (2), varied state, but some better pieces (lot) £70-100

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx. 500) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx. 600) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx. 500) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 650) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 650) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 550) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 550) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 600) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only

Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 600) £150-200

*Please note this lot is collection only
334 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 500) £150-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

335 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 600) £150-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

336 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 700) £150-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

337 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 450) £150-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

338 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, an interesting lot (approx 400) £150-200
*Please note this lot is collection only

339 Miscellaneous, British and World coins mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

340 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

341 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

342 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

343 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

344 Miscellaneous, British and World coins, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

345 Miscellaneous, selection of Jetons, mixed grades (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

346 Miscellaneous, selection of Currency sets, including three numismatic related paperweights, currency sets mint state, paper weights slightly scuffed (lot) £30-50
*Please note this lot is collection only

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

SCOTTISH MEDALS

Scotland, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, copper restitutional medal, 19th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, crown above, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, small crowned F - M to either side, FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40), extremely fine and light colour £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

Scotland, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, copper restitutional medal, 19th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, crown above, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, small crowned F - M to either side, FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40), extremely fine and light colour £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

Scotland, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, bronze restitutional medal, 20th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40); with an earlier 19th century silvered metal strike of the reverse, both extremely fine, second with uneven tone (2) £50-60
*ex Baldwin's vault
British Medals

350 Elizabeth I, pewter or lead tokens or jetons, c. 1574 (8), rose crowned, rev., double-headed eagle, with GOD SAVE THE QUEEN (7) and REGINA BEATI, approx. 20mm (MI 123/68, 124/69), poor, fair and fine (8) £70-100 *ex Baldwin's vault

Three with old tickets (1/-, 1/6, and MI 124/69 4/6), naming each as a “lead pledge”

351 Elizabeth I, the Phoenix Medal, c.1574, brass, unsigned, bust of Elizabeth I left, rev. a phoenix below crowned monogram, 51.5 x 41.5mm. (MI. 124/70; Eimer 48), 19th century, perhaps earlier, a cast of poor quality, obverse fine, reverse fair £80-120

352 Oliver Cromwell, death 1658, base metal cast copy of the large Dutch medal, laureate armoured bust left, rev. shepherd with his flock under an olive tree, landscape in background, 49mm (MI I, 435/85; v L II, 420; Eimer 200), surface once silvered, fine £70-100

353 Murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey (1621-1678), silver medal, 1678, by G. Bower, 38.5mm (MI 577/37; Eimer 257a), worn and damaged, about fine, Netherlands, the murder of the brothers Johan and Cornelius de Witt, silver medal, 1672, conjoined busts r., rev. legend, 46mm (vL III 87/81,3), contemporary cast, good fine (2) £70-100 *ex Baldwin's vault

354 Charles II, Johann Georg II, Elector of Saxony (1613-1656-1680), Knight of the Garter, St George’s Day Celebrations at Dresden, silver medallion thaler, 1678, Dresden mint, St George on horseback slays the dragon, rev. legend in nine lines within wreath, DU TRÉ HAUT TRÉ PUISSANT ... PRINCE CHARLES II ..., 49mm (MI 572/242; Eimer 246, note; Davenport 7633), has been mounted, very fine £150-200 *ex Baldwin's vault

Johann Georg II had been installed as a Knight of the Garter in Windsor, on 29 May 1671.

355 Charles II, The Great Seal, a reproduction of the recto of the seal, by Thomas Simon, the King, as a Roman general, sword in hand, on horseback to r., the river and cityscape of London beyond, 138mm, maker’s mark on edge, believed mid 1960’s; another, pink wax-like resin, a British Museum souvenir, 1970’s; Elizabeth I, a deep red wax-like resin reproduction of the recto, the Queen on horseback to l., all very fine (3) £70-100

356 Archbishop William Sancroft and the Seven Bishops, cast silver medals (2), 1688, by George Bower, bust r., in clerical cap and robes, rev. portraits of the imprisoned bishops circled around the Bishop of London, 49.5mm (MI 622/37; Eimer 288b), both fine, one pierced (2) £80-120 *ex Baldwin's vault
357 **George I**, Naval Action off Cape Passaro, 1718, copper medal, by J Croker, laureate bust right, D: G: MAG: BR: ET. HIB: REX. F: D:, rev. statue of the King as Neptune upon a rostral column, naval trophies around, SOCIORES PROTECTOR, with CLASSE. HISP: DELETA. AD. ORAS SILICE in exergue, 45mm (Eimer 481; MI ii 439/42), fine £65-80

358 **George II**, The birth and death of a child to Prince William and Princess Anne of Orange, silver medal, 1736, by N. van Swinderen, crowned oval shields of England and Nassau, lion supporters, rev. seated mother cradles child, 41mm (MI 516/71; Eimer 536; vL suppl. 101), nearly extremely fine £200-250

*ex Baldwin's vault

Princess Anne (1709-1759), eldest daughter of George II and Caroline of Brandenburg-Ansbach), styled Princess Royal 1727. The child lived only a few hours and the medal, prepared in advance, had to be quickly adapted, and on the reverse a fruit drops from an orange tree, though the legend SPES ALTERA SURGIT [Another hope arises] remained.

359 **William, Duke of Cumberland**, Carlisle Recaptured, Pinchbeck medals (11), 1745; bust and hydra (6 – Woolf 52:2 & :3); bust and horseman (3 - Woolf 52:5a & :5b (2)); bust in tricorn hat and horseman (2 – Woolf 52:6), some damaged, poor, fair and fine (11) £60-80

360 **William, Duke of Cumberland**, Battle of Culloden and Rebellion defeated, Pinchbeck medals (7), horseman and battle scene (2 – Woolf 55:8); bust and battle scene (Woolf 55:9); lion and wolf (2 – Woolf 56:2); “Come Back Again” (Woolf 56:3); “More Rebels A Coming”, last very poor, others poor, fair and fine (7) £60-80

361 **William, Duke of Cumberland**, Rebellion defeated, Pinchbeck medals (3), suppliant highlander (2 – Woolf 56:5), fair to fine; bust in tricorn hat, rev. MELIORIBUS FATIS (Woolf 56:7), nearly very fine, rare; and an unrelated calendar medal for 1789, fine (4) £60-80

362 **Admiral Augustus Keppel** (1725-1786), the Battle of Ushant, copper medals (2), 1778, signed IH, uniformed bust three-quarters r., rev. JUDICIOUS / BRAVE / AND / GALLANT within wreath, one without reverse, 40mm and 39mm (BHM 214; Eimer 774; MH 437), very fine and fine (2) £70-100

It would appear that the first was indeed struck without a reverse, rather than having it removed.

363 **Admiral Augustus Keppel**, Trial by Court Martial and Acquittal, bronze or brass medals (2), 1779, uniformed bust three-quarters r., rev. Justice tramples on Tyrany, ship beyond, 34mm (BHM 221; Eimer 777; Betts 564; MH 441), fine and good fine (2) £100-150
364 **Admiral Rodney**, Capture of St Eustatius, bronze medal, 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust r., G B RODNEY, rev. two frigates firing on a fortress, all within a compass design border, 25mm (BHM 238), good fine £50-70

365 **William Pitt the Younger** (1759-1806), death, copper medal, 1806, by J. G. Hancock, bust l., rev. legend in 12 lines within open oak wreath, 53mm (BHM 613); William Pitt Prize Medal of the Merchant Taylors’ School, copper striking of medal awarded in silver, by B. Wyon, bust of Pitt r., rev. blank within wreath, 44.5mm, both nearly extremely fine (2) £70-100

*ex Baldwin’s vault

366 **William Pitt the Younger** (1759-1806), death, 1806, copper medal, by T. Webb, for Thomason, bust l., rev. rock buffeted by waves, PATRIAECOLUMVAEDCVS, 53mm (BHM 610); Charles James Fox (1749-1806), Statesman, Death 1806, copper medal, by T. Webb, bust r., rev. angel on globe holds wreaths, LIBERTATIS HUMANITATISQVE VINDEX, 53mm (BHM 604; Eimer 979), both very fine; with uniface portrait of Pitt, in Berlin iron, cast from the brass box-lid, c. 1806, by F Wyon, 57mm, only fine but rare (3) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault

367 **William, Viscount Dudley and Ward** (1750-1823), complementary copper medal, 1817, by T. Haliday (?), bust r., rev. THE RICH MANS MODEL AND THE POOR MANS FRIEND, 54mm (BHM 952; Eimer 1100); other copper medals (4), George Granville, Duke of Sutherland (1768-1833), death, 1833, by W. Bain, 49mm (BHM 1651); William Shakespeare, ‘souvenir’ medal, 1842, by W. J. Taylor for H. H. Young, facing bust, rev. birthplace, 38mm (BHM 2057); I. E. and M. E. Gray, complimentary medals (2), 1863, by G. G. Adams, 57mm (BHM 8787), nearly extremely fine (5) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

368 **Shakespearian Club of Stratford upon Avon**, established 1824, Member’s medal, white metal, by T. W. Ingram, bust three-quarters l., rev. figures of Comedy and Tragedy crown Shakespeare, 41.5mm (BHM. 1247; D & W -; Withers -; MG -); The Charter Club of Maldon, Benjamin Gaskell, MP, gilt white metal medal, 1810, 37mm (BHM 702; D & W 165/494-95; Withers 1767), very fine and nearly so, both pierced, both scarce (2) £70-90

*ex Baldwin’s vault

It was Benjamin Gaskell MP for Maldon 1806-7 (and 1812-26), who was mainly instrumental in procuring the restoration of the town’s ancient Charter.

369 **Botanical and Horticultural Society of Durham, Northumberland and Newcastle-on-Tyne**, instituted 1824, copper medal, unsigned, Flora seated in gazebo with vine, pineapple and potted plant, rev. legend around floral wreath, 48.5mm (BHM -; D&W -; MG -), virtually mint state, extremely rare £35-50
John Scott, 1st Lord Eldon (1751-1838), statesman and Lord Chancellor, silver medal, in silver, 1827, by C. Voigt, bust l., in legal wig and gown, JOHN EARL OF ELDON LORD HIGH CHANCELLOR OF GREAT BRITAIN, rev. biographical legend in twelve lines, 47.5mm (BHM 1308; Eimer 1197), extremely fine £150-200 *ex Baldwin's vault

John Scott, 1st Lord Eldon (1751-1838), statesman and Lord Chancellor, copper medal, 1827, by C. Voigt, bust l., in legal wig and gown, JOHN EARL OF ELDON LORD HIGH CHANCELLOR OF GREAT BRITAIN, rev. biographical legend in twelve lines, 47.5mm (BHM 1308; Eimer 1197), extremely fine £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

Constantine Henry Phipps, Earl of Mulgrave (1798-1763), Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, copper tribute medal, 1837, by Mulrenin after G Brown, head left, PACIFICATOR HIBERNAE, rev. Earl's coronet above legend, 51.5mm (BHM 1750; Eimer -), very fine with good portrait, minor edge bruises, scarce £70-100

Phipp's political career began as MP for Scarborough. He was Governor of Jamaica, 1832-1834, Lord Privy Seal, 1834, and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1835.

City of London, engraved gilt silver star presented to Sir Thomas Dakin, Alderman and Sheriff, lacks central medallion to obverse, 59mm; Grand National Archery Society, silver medal, unnamed, with clasps for Hurlingham 1895 and Bournemouth 1896, 37mm; Woolwich and Sandhurst, copper athletics medal, “Quarter Mile 1890” (H.C.T. Hildyard), 51mm; and Boer War, photographic button of General Sir Henry John Thornton Hildyard (perhaps related); North Road Cycling Club, 50 miles, 1891, silver medal, 29mm, brooch mounted; Photography, Redditch, silver prize medal, 1893 (Mrs Sam'l Allcock), 38.5mm, generally very fine or better £80-120 *ex Baldwin's vault

Neville Chamberlain (1869-1940; Prime Minister 1937-1940), “Peace in our Time”, uniface Bronze Medal, 1938, by V. Demanet, head left, PAX in field before face, the blank reverse engraved with facsimile signature and “10 DOWNING STREET 9 – 2 – 39”, 70mm (BHM 4388; Eimer), extremely fine £50-80

The 9th February does not seem to have been a special day at 10 Downing Street and the cataloguers cannot account for the engraved reverse.

Victor Joseph Ghislain Demanet (1895-1964), Belgian sculptor and medallist
376 Victoria, Golden Jubilee 1887, official medal in copper, by L. C. Wyon, after Sir J. E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, crowned bust l., rev. enthroned figure of Empire surrounded by standing figures representing Science, Letters, Art, etc, Mercury and Time below, 77mm (BHM 3219; Eimer 1733); Diamond Jubilee 1897, City of London series, copper medal, 1897, by F Bowcher for Spink & Son, bust left, rev. Britannia with Londonia, Industry and Progress, Commerce and Colonies in attendance, 76mm, (BHM 3510; Eimer 1815), nearly extremely fine, some spotting on first (2) £200-250

377 The City of London Volunteers, Return from South Africa, bronze medal, 1900, by George Frampton, for the Corporation of the City of London, a soldier greeted by Londinia, rev. a hill with standards raised, 76.5mm (BHM.3684; Eimer 1848), very fine; other medals (5), including marriage of the Princess Royal, 1858, varied state (6) £120-160

378 Battle of Jutland, silver medal, 1916, by Spink and Son, crossed White Ensign and Union Flag over trident, rev. legend in 12 lines, 45mm (BHM 4124), mint state, toned; earlier copper medals (3), Temple of Minerva, from Thompson's Elgin Marbles series, 47.5mm; Foundation Stone, Stock Exchange, 1844, by Wyon, 27.5mm; British Association, Birmingham, Exhibition, 1849, 31.5mm (BHM 2352, R'), extremely fine or nearly so, last rare (4) £120-160

Edward VIII, Coronation medals (11), bronze and white metal; with Empire Day medals (3); George VI, Coronation medals (9), bronze but mostly white metal; and soft metal squeezes of an obverse of a Coronation medal of George VI and reverse of Death medal of George V, by Turner & Simpson (?); and George V, Jubilee 1935, bronze medal, mostly mint state, several with ribbons of issue (26) £70-100

British Educational Award Medals from the Collection formed by the late T.H. Watts, a photographic record of the collection, photographed in black & white in groups and printed on separate sheets, important documentation of the respected (and now dispersed) collection £80-120

*The copyright © retained by A. H. Baldwin & Sons

WORLD MEDALS

381 Austria, Leopold I, the Hogmouth (1640-1658-1705), the recapture of Stuhlweissenburg (Székesfehérvár), from Turkish occupation, copper medal, 1688, by Georg Hautsch and Lazarus Gottlieb Lauffer, the Emperor enthroned, rev. cityscape showing defences, STVL WEISSENBVRG, plain edge, 29.5mm (Mont 1065; Julius 345), small stain to right of crown, otherwise mint state with almost full redness £200-300

*ex Baldwin's vault

382 Austria, Charles VI (1685-1711-1740), Coronation in Frankfurt am Main, silver jetons (2), 1711, ducat and half-ducat size, globe within cloud wreath, CONSTANTIA ET FORTITUDINE, rev. crown above legend and date, 25.5 & 19mm, second Extremely fine, first almost so, but surface dull (2) £65-80

*ex Baldwin's vault

383 Austria, Maria Theresia, as Archduchess of Austria (1717-1740-1745-1780), complimentary silver jetons (2), 1740, Vienna, ducat and half-ducat size, crowned lion with cross and shield, IUSTITIA ET CLEMENTIA, rev. crown above legend and date, 215.5 & 20.5mm, choice extremely fine (2) £70-100

*ex Baldwin's vault
Austria, Maria Theresia, as Archduchess of Austria (1717–1740-1745-1780), Coronation in Prague, complimentary silver jeton, 1743, half-ducat size, crowned lion with cross and shield, IUSTITIA ET CLEMENTIA, rev. crown above legend and date, 21mm, *very fine*; Francis I (1708-1745-1765), Coronation in Frankfurt am Main, silver jetons (2), 1745, ducat and half-ducat size, regalia on altar, DEO ET IMPERIO, rev. crown above legend, 25.5 & 21mm, *extremely fine*.

*ex Baldwin's vault

£100-150

Austria, Joseph II (1741–1764, 1765-1790), election as King of the Romans, silver jeton, 1764, half-ducat size, bust r., rev. figure stands over foe, FELICIBUS AUSPICISIIS, 22mm; Coronation in Frankfurt am Main, silver jetons (2), 1764, ducat and half-ducat size, crossed sword and rudder over globe, VIRTUTE ET EXEMPLE, rev. crown above legend and date, 24.5 & 20.5mm, first *extremely fine*, others *choice extremely fine*.

*ex Baldwin's vault

£100-150

Austria, Francis I (1708-1745-1765), death, silver medallet, 1765, bust r., rev. figures weep at tomb, 24.5mm; Maria Theresia (1717–1740-1745-1780), recovery from smallpox, silver medallets (2), bust r., rev. figure at altar, DEO CONSERVATORI AUGUSTAE, 25mm; Maria Carolina, Archduchess of Austria, marriage to Ferdinand IV of Naples and Sicily, silver medallet, 1768, by Anton Franz Widemann, bust r., rev. Hymen and cherub at altar, FORTIVS ALTERNIS NEXIBVS, 24.5mm; Marie-Antoinette, Archduchess of Austria, marriage to Louis, Dauphin of France, silver medallet, 1770, bust r., rev. Hymen and Abundance at altar, 25mm, *very fine to extremely fine*.

*ex Baldwin's vault

£150-200

Austria, Leopold II, Election at Frankfurt, silver jetons – or ducats struck in silver (2), 1790; another, half-ducat size, bust r., rev. regalia on altar, 26mm; Coronation at Frankfurt, silver jetons (2), 1790, ducat and half-ducat size; Coronation at Pressburg, silver jetons (2), 1790, ducat and half-ducat size; Tyrol pays homage to Leopold II, silver jetons (2), 1790, TYROLIS LAETA, ducat and half-ducat size; King of the Romans, Coronation at Frankfurt, silver jetons (2), 1792, ducat and half-ducat size; Homage of the Netherlands, copper portrait jeton, 1792, 22mm, *this mint state with some lustre*, others *extremely fine or nearly so*.

*ex Baldwin's vault

£300-400
Austria, Franz I [II](1768-1804-1835), Accession, 1804, silver ducat and half-ducat size medalllets, HILARITAS PVBLICA; Coronation of Maria Louisa as Queen of Hungary at Pressburg, half-ducat size silver jeton, 1808, lily growing on long stem, rev. crown over legend, 21mm; Lombardy, tribute to Emperor, copper medalllets, 1815, Milan, FIDES NOVI REGNI... , 22mm, very fine to extremely fine (5) £100-140 *ex Baldwin's vault

Austria, Ferdinand I (1793-1875; Emperor 1835-1848), accession, portrait medalllets (3), 20mm & 18mm (2); another, for Hungary and Transylvania, 20mm; other silver jetons in the name of Carolina Augusta, 1825 (5), ducat-size and half-ducat (4) size, orb, PIE VT CLEMENTER, extremely fine to mint state (9) £120-160 *ex Baldwin's vault

Austria, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1759-1791), uniface bronze plaquette, mid 19th century, bust r., in the style of the Bois Durci medal, integral wreath border around, this with four neat piercings for attachment, very fine £40-55

Bois Durci manufactured several variations of the Mozart bust, including one in a wreath, however all have a left facing bust.

Belgium / Spain, Visit of Aphonso XIII and Queen Victoria Eugenie of Battenberg to Brussels, 4 May 1923, “Cortége de drapeaux”, silver medal in the Art Nouveau style, by J. Fonson, winged Fame above tablet with date, rev. legend in 2 languages within wreath, 65mm, nearly extremely fine, rare £70-90

Belgian Congo, Cercle Royal Africain, 50th Anniversary, bronze medal, 1939, by Arthur Dupagne (1895-1961), in the Art Nouveau style, figure of Belgica as Science and Medicine, native family to either side, rev. crowned legend and dates, 70mm. (Vancraenbroeck 67), extremely fine £60-80

Bohemia, Baptismal or Talismatic silver medal, caduceus between palms, on radiant star, 1636, STRENA AUSPICIS ..., rev. legend in 6 lines, HER GOTT ZVM NEWEN ..., 33.5mm, contemporary suspension loop; Netherlands, Wilhelm V, Birth of a Daughter, silver medal, 1770, angel with newborn infant, rev. legend in 10 lines, OP DE GELUKKIGE..., 27.5mm, second lacking suspension loop, both fine (2) £60-90 *ex. Baldwin's vault
Canada, Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, small silver medal, by P. W. Ellis & Co, Toronto, 35mm. (W&E.3090.3), in case of issue; Hong Kong, Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, the Governor's Medal (Sir Henry Blake), issued to all troops and police, copper, by Edmonds & Son, London, conjoined busts r., rev. harbour view, 38.5mm. (W&E.4200c; MYB 305), suspension loop and ring, in (damaged) box of issue; Great Britain, George V, Coronation 1911, official large bronze medal, these very fine and better, and a white metal medal for the Crystal Palace, fine (4) £80-120

Ceylon, Colombo, The All Ceylon Exhibition, 1912, silver medal, a Ceylonese girl resting on an elephant's head holds wreath, rev. rural land- and sea-scape, ribband for naming, 40.5mm, extremely fine and rare £70-100

*ex Watts Collection.

H. P. Macmillan was the Exhibition's General Secretary.

European portrait medallions (4), 19th century, copper and bronze; Belgium, Pierre-Théodore Verhaegen (1796-1862), copper, 1852, by L. Wiener, 68mm; François-Joseph Fétis (1784–1871), copper, 1858, by L. Weiner, 60.5mm; Austria, Count Jenô Zichy (1837-1906), President of Landes-Industrieausstellung In Stubbeisenburg 1879, by A. Scharrff, 64mm (Loehr-Scharff 44, Wurzbach 9923); Spain, Juan Prim, Marquis de Los Castillejos (1814-1870), silvered metal, 1860, for the African ot Tetouan War (Marocco), by Pomar (Barcelona), 54.5mm; others (3), C. J. A. Mathieu de Dombasie (1777-1843), agronomist, 51mm; Louis Marie de la Haye, Vicomte de Cormerin (1788-1868), 51mm; and Jean sans Peur (1371–1419), Duke of Burgundy from 1404, 46.5mm, very fine and better, some 'dusty' (7) £100-140

*ex Baldwin's vault

Pierre-Théodore Verhaegen, Belgian lawyer, liberal politician, founder of the Free University of Brussels, freemason and twice chairman of the Belgian Chamber of Representatives. François-Joseph Fétis, Belgian musicologist, composer, teacher and influential critic. He wrote the Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.

France, Armand-Jean Duplessis (1585-1642), Cardinal Richelieu, restrike of the 1631 silver medal, by Jean Warin, bust r., wearing biretta and robes, rev. PRIX DE LA LANGUE FRANÇAISE EDOUARD GARGOUR 1937 in four lines, 54mm., wt. 90.91gms., very fine £40-50

France, Louis XIV (1638-1643-1715), the King’s Council, silver jeton, 1646, crowned arms, rev. flourishing palm, 27mm; Normandy, Rouen, Charles-François Frédéric, due de Montmorency-Luxembourg, Governor, 1691-1718, silver jeton, 1709, arms both sides, 30.5mm (Feu. 6095); Louis-Alexandre de Bourbon, silver Marine jetons (2), 1715, armoured bust r., rev. landscape, VIS AUGENDA QUIETE, 29mm; 1757 (57 over-date), rev. compass on table, IMMOTA PROCELLIS, 28.5mm, second and third extremely fine, first and last very fine (4) £100-140

*ex Baldwin's vault
402 France, Louis XIV (1638-1643-1715), copper medals (4), by Mauger, The King’s Majority, 1651; the capture of Dôle, 1668; the corn fleet recaptured by Admiral Jean Bart, 1694; Battle of Ter, 1694 (Divo 32,105, 258, 254); and a medal of Louis XVIII, 1818, first poor, others very fine or nearly so (5) £100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault

403 France, Louis XIV (1638-1643-1715) and later, Portrait Jetons in brass and copper (15); Louis XIII (1); non-portrait (4), fine and better (20) £60-80

404 France, Anne-Marie-Christine of Bavaria (1660-1690), Dauphine, silver jeton or medallet, 1683, draped bust r., hair tied back and with ringlets, rev. eagle on nest on mountain top, PROLEM DAT IOVE DIGNAM, 27mm (Feu. 11182), very fine and rare £100-140
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Anne-Marie-Christine of Bavaria was married in 1680 to Louis of France (1661–1711), the eldest son of, and heir to Louis XIV. After the birth of their first son, Louis became known as Le Grand Dauphin, his son Le Petit Dauphin. Anne-Marie-Christine had two further sons.

405 France, Lorraine, copper medal, by Ferdinand de St Urbain, c.1720, map of Lorraine, POSSESSIO EIVS NEPOTVM HEREDITAS, rev. legend in fifteen lines, ALBERTVS ADALBERTI ALSATIAE COMITIS FILIVS…., 47.5mm (BDM V, 310, no 21), very fine £65-80
From the Series of Medals of the Dukes and Duchesses of Lorraine.

406 France, Lorraine, copper medals (3), from the series of ‘The Dukes and Duchesses of Lorraine’, by Ferdinand de St. Urbain, Frederick I and Ludomilla [of Poland]; Matthew I and Bertha; Gerardus II, non-portrait, legend in 13 lines, rev. Lion to left, E FORTI FORTITVDO, each 47.5mm, first two very fine, last better (3) £70-100

407 France/USA, Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834), appointment as Commander of the Garde Nationale, copper medal, 1789, by Benjamin Duvivier, uniformed bust left, hair en queue, rev. legend around and in centre, VENGEUR DE LA LIBERTÉ DANS LES DEUX MONDES …., 41.5mm (Noce, Les Duvivier, 222/238); Révolution, Monneron de 2 sols, 1792, An IV (Maz. 157; VG. 299); (um 1792); École Nationale de Dessin, copper medal [1792], rev., ASSIDUITÉ / ORNEMENT, 33mm; Revolution and Directoire, restrike copper medal, 1789-1804; Liberty head l., 1795-1789, rev. legend, 32mm, very fine and better (4) £100-140
*ex Baldwin’s vault
France, Louis XVI (1754-1774-1793), execution of the King, copper medal, undated (1793), by Stierle [Berlin], bust of the King r., ‘LUDOVICUS XVI GALLIAE REX SECURI CIVIUM PERCUSSUS’, rev. Mars holds torch and sword, ‘REGNAVI’, 34.5mm; States of Tours, Maria Theresia, silver jeton, by J. Duvivier, 31mm (Kenis 322; de Coster 805); Louis XIV, small copper medal, by Dassier, 28mm, all good very fine, first rare (3) £150-200 *ex Baldwin's vault

France, copper medals (5), Duchesse de Berry, birth of Henri d’Artois (later Henri V), 1820, by Caque, 50.5mm; Charles X, Accession oath, 1824, by Gayrard and De Puymaurin, 50.5mm; Armand-Emmanuel du Plessis de Richelieu, 5th Duke, died 1822, medal of the ‘Galerie de la Fidelite’, 1824, by Petit, 51.5mm; Henri-Benjamin Constant de Rebecque, uniface medal, by Caque after David d’Angers, 50.5mm; and a larger medal, for the 300th anniversary of the Reformation, 1859, by Bovy, 68.5mm, ‘very fine to extremely fine, though surfaces somewhat dusty’ (5) £100-150 *ex Baldwin's vault

France/USA, Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834), called to command the National Guard, gilt-bronze medal, 1830, by François Caunois, uniformed bust r., ‘rev. legend in 7 lines within olive and oak wreath, 51mm, edge without poinçon; Dumarest’s medal of J. J. Rousseau, 35mm, ‘nearly extremely fine’ (2) £70-90 *ex Baldwin’s vault

France, Louis Philippe I, the Marriage of the Duc d'Orléans and Princess Hélène of Mecklenburg Schwerin at Fontainbleau, copper medal, 1837, by Barre, triple busts l., ‘rev. legend, 41.5mm; Duc d’Orléans, Memorial, small copper medal, 1846, by Borrel, 26mm; with 19th century copper medals (2) of Henri IV, by Droz, “Légion d’Honneur” and “Le Vainqueur et le Pere”, 40mm, mint state of virtually so (4) £85-120 *ex Watts Collection.

France, Alliance Française, Presentation silver medal, undated, by Jean-Baptiste Daniel Dupuis, France seated by tree, instructing small children representing France, Asia, Middle East and Africa, ‘rev. tablet on open book, “Miss I H Saxton – Concours Special”, 68mm, matt surface, extremely fine; together with an earlier engraved silver medal, 1831, Dunkerque, Société d’Harmonie, “École de Musique Dirigee par Mr F Dubreu, 1ER Classe, 1ER Prix … à L. Clarke”, 45mm, suspension loop and ring, very fine (2) £70-100 *ex Watts Collection.

France, Alliance Française, Presentation silver medal, undated, by Jean-Baptiste Daniel Dupuis, France seated by tree, instructing small children representing France, Asia, Middle East and Africa, rev. tablet on open book, “Miss I H Saxton – Concours Special”, 68mm, matt surface, extremely fine; together with an earlier engraved silver medal, 1831, Dunkerque, Société d’Harmonie, “École de Musique Dirigee par Mr F Dubreu, 1ER Classe, 1ER Prix … à L. Clarke”, 45mm, suspension loop and ring, very fine (2) £70-100 *ex Watts Collection.

The first was designed 1894, first struck in 1898 and continued to be awarded until 1940.

France, Napoleon, the death of General Desaix in the Battle of Marengo, copper medal, 1800, by H. Auguste and Brenet, bust r., ‘rev. legend in 7 lines, 49.5mm (Br. 44; Julius 807), very fine; Italy, Milan, patinated copper medals (2), by F. Putinati, Cardinal Carlo Gaetano II di Gaisruck (1769-1846), 1818, bust r., rev. the Cathedral, 43.5mm (Wurz. 3040); Henriette Méric-Lalande (1798-1867), singer, 1823, bust l, ‘rev. legend in 7 lines, FESTEGGIATA …, 43.5mm, first very fine others two better’ (3) £80-120
414 **France**, Napoleon III, Crimean War, capture of the Russian fortress at Kinburn, by the combined Anglo-French fleets, copper medal, 1855, by Borrel, head l., rev. legend in 9 lines, PRISE DE KINBURN PAR LES FLOTDES ALLIÉES... 37mm (Divo 278; Dakov -), good extremely fine, scarce £140-180 *ex Baldwin's vault

415 **France**, Louis Napoléon, Prince Imperial (1856-1879), his Majority celebrated, copper medals (2), 1874, by L. Merley, bust l., with a hint of a moustache, NAPOLEON NÉ À PARIS LE 16 MARS 1856, revs. (1) 16 MARS 1874 and (2) blank, 45.5mm, extremely fine (2) £70-110 *ex W. V. R. ‘Roy’ Baldwin collection

A fête to celebrate his Majority, attended by some 7000 Bonapartist supporters, was held at Camden Place, Chislehurst. WVRB notes the first to be rarer than the second.

416 **France**, Charles X (1757-1836; king 1824-1830), octagonal silver jeton, undated, by Barre, Caisse d'Escompte, 35.5mm; silver medal, Camp de St. Omer, 27.5mm; copper medals (2) for the Coronation, 1825, 41.5 & 35mm, extremely fine though first with dark, uneven tone (4) £70-100 *ex Baldwin's vault

417 **France**, Charles Dufresne (1610-1688), sieur du Cange, philologist and historian, dedication of his statue in Amiens, bronze medal, 1849, by Depaulis, bust r., rev. the statue, 76.5mm (Wurz.1734); portrait medals in copper (9), including Duke and Duchess of Berry, Proust and Henriette Campan, 36.5 – 41mm, first and last extremely fine, others very fine (10) £100-140 *ex Baldwin's vault

418 **France**, silver jeton, 1866, standing figure of Lyon, IN MEDIO STAT VERVM, rev. legend, LIBERTÉ DU COURTAGE ..., 37mm; with a small group of French silver medals, (9), Société Philotechnique, Congresses, Expositions, etc., these matt, extremely fine or nearly so (10) £120-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault

419 **Germany**, Bavaria, Maximilian I Joseph (1756–1806-1825) and Princess Augusta Wilhelmine of Hesse-Darmstadt, visit to the Paris Mint, copper medal, 1810, by Andrieu for Denon, conjoined busts r., rev. legend in 7 lines, 40.5mm (Br. 939; Jul. 2238), good extremely fine £70-100 *ex Münz Zentrum (unidentified) Auction (lot 3695)

420 **Greece**, George I (1845-1863-1913), The Bank of Greece, 60th Anniversary, 1841-1901, bronze medal, 1902, conjoined busts of the first four Presidents of the Bank, Stavros, Renieris, Kalligas and Streit, rev. façade of the Bank, radiant sky from Royal arms, 54.5mm, extremely fine £30-40

421 **Hungary**, Ferenc [Franz] Pulszky (1814-1897), director of the Hungarian National Museum, archaeologist and numismatist, politician and freemason, bronze medal, 1884, by Anton Scharff, from the Archäologische Landesgesellschaft for his 70th birthday and his 50th anniversary as an author, bust l., rev. legend in seven lines within olive wreath, 47mm (Wurz. 7726); choice, virtually mint state; and a bronze medal of Baron Stift, 1834, by I.D. Boehm, on his 50th anniversary as a doctor, head r., rev. legend within oak and olive wreath, 52mm (Brett 1176; Wurz 8574), this very fine (2) £70-90 *ex Baldwin’s vault
422 **India/Lartiu**, Admiral Pierre André de Suffren (1726-1788), the capture of Trincomalee, copper medal, 1784, by Augustin Dupré (1748-1833), for the States of Provence, bust l., in high relief, rev. legend in nine lines within wreath, LE CAP PROTÉGÉ / TRINQUEMALE PRIS / GOUDELOUR DÉLIVRÉ / L’INDE DÉFENDUE..., 49mm. (MH.166; Pudd -; TN.III, 54, 9; Well.14874), obverse dulled and small stain by head, nearly extremely fine, reverse better, rare £120-170
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection*

In 1782 de Suffren fought four indecisive battles against the British Admiral, Sir Edward Hughes, however the anchorage at Trincomalee was captured and the small British garrison surrendered. He continued to support Hyder Ali and, on his death, Tipu Sultan, against the British, only returning to France after the news that peace had been made in Europe. De Suffren retired to Malta to take up his duties as Bailly of the Order.

423 **India**, Calcutta, Mr Ardwise’s Seminary, established 1849, 6 pointed silver star, 1876, unnamed, bees around hive, floral points to star, rev. AWARDED TO, 69.5mm (Pudd 849.1.2, listed as a nine pointed star; cf 849.1.1 and 849.3, named to Calcutta Seminary), very fine £70-120
*ex Watts Collection.*

The School seemed to flourish for a while though on 20 July, 1880, The London Gazette announces “Joseph Ardwise, residing at No. 14, Emambagh-lane, Proprietor of a day school called Mr. Ardwise’s Seminary for Boys and Girls, an Insolvent”. The same Gazette announces that his brother (?) too, “Henry Horatio Ardwise, residing at No. 14, Emambagh-lane, in the town of Calcutta, Clerk in the Bengal Secretariat, an Insolvent”. Usually referring to the school as Ardwise’s Calcutta Academy.

Herbert Alick Stark writes in *Hostages to India, or The Life Story of the Anglo-Indian Race*, Calcutta, 1936, that “the Upper Military Orphanages, Drummond’s Academy, Farrell’s Seminary, and Ardwise’s School gave a sound education to the children of the upper classes, and from them issued a constant supply of young men equipped for the uncovenanted and upper subordinate positions in the Company’s and mercantile offices... Ardwise Academy gave a liberal education following the lines of the public schools in England, and thus fitted their pupils for the higher appointments under the Company.

424 **India**, Calcutta, Doveton College, engraved silver medal, 1881, on struck flan, beehive, “Preparatory Entrance Class”, rev. “Awarded to J C Bagram”, 43mm (cf Pudd 852.2), suspension loop and ring, very fine £50-70
*ex Watts Collection.*
India, Bombay, Alexandra Native Girls’ English Institution, Ave [Awabai] Bhownaggree (1869-1888), silver memorial medal, 1888, bust right, AVE BHOWNAGGREE 1869 MEMORIAL MEDAL 1888, rev. laurel wreath, 38.5mm (Puddester 888.5.2), extremely fine and rare £70-100 *ex Watts Collection.

Awabai Bhownaggree was the much loved sister of Sir Mancherjee Merwanjee Bhownaggree (1851-1933), the second Indian to be elected a British Member of Parliament. The medal was awarded between 1890-1892 to the top girl in the matriculation exams, and from 1893 it was funded by a grant and the dies were given to the school. Bhownaggree also funded a Memorial Hall in her name. The school is now the Alexandra Girls’ English Institution. For further information see John McLeod, Mourning, Philanthropy and M. M. Bhownaggree’s Road to Parliament, Oxford and New York, 2008.

India, Bombay, Mahi Kantha, Scott Rajkumar College, Ferris award medal, silver, 1908, uniformed bust three-quarters left, rev. legend, 44mm (Pudd 908.3), mint state; together with Ramnee Park, St. Mary’s Convent, small silver Prize Medal, awarded 1957, shield of arm, rev. wreath, 32.5mm, very fine (2) £70-100 *ex Watts Collection.

The first a school for the education of the sons of Rajas and Thakurs. St. Mary’s Convent was founded in 1878 at Nainital, by Reverend Mother Salesia.

Iraq. Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force, Association Football Championship, Baghdad, struck silver medal, 1919, engraved details in centre, rev. wreath, centre blank for further inscription, 51.5mm, small suspension loop, very fine and a very rare sporting medal £90-120 *ex Watts Collection.

Photographs of the event by G M L Bell are to be found in the archive of Historical Photographs of the Middle East at the Middle East Centre, St. Antony’s College, Oxford.

Italy. Federico Cesi (1585-1630), founder of the Lyncean Academy in Rome, 1603, Bronze Medal, uncertain medallist, signed on truncation, NICO GRAB F, bust r., rev. lynx within crowned wreath, LYNCEIS INSTITVTIS, 34mm (Börner 1830; Brettau 203), a contemporary cast, very fine; Germany, World War I, St Barbara, Patron Saint of artillery, Bronze Medal, 1914, unsigned, massive howitzer and shell, ARTILLERIE IM WELTKRIEG, rev. St Barbara, crowned and nimbate, SANCT BARBARA ORA PRO NOBIS, 31.5mm (Bernhart 413), extremely fine (2) £70-100
429. **Italy**, Urbano Savorgnan (1704-1777), Priest with the Congregation of the Oratorians or Filippini and Numismatist, Venetian bronze medal, 1777, by Francesco Corazzini, bust r., wearing cap and gown, VRBANO SAVORGNANO PATRIT VEN PBRO ORAT BONON, rev. legend in and below olive and oak wreath, SENAT PRAEF INSTIT V B M D D / SVPELL CONLAT AD INCREM SCIENT ET ART, 64mm (Voltoolina 1627; BDM I, 458; Johnson II, 282), small verdigris stain on reverse, very fine and rare £70-100

Urbano Maria Savorgnan was born in Venice in 1704, one of eight brothers and two sisters. He devoted himself to a religious life, joining the Filippini in Bologna during which time he formed a fine collection of medals, which he left in his will to the Institute of Science and Arts of the city of Bologna. After his death, the Institute commissioned this medal as a token of thanks. The Oratorians or Filippini were founded in 1551 and named after Saint Philip Neri. They, like the Jesuits, were one of the new religious orders established in the mid-16th century as part of the Counter-Reformation.

430. **Italy**, Giovanni Ansani (1744-1826), Tenor from Livorno, cast brass medal, 1792, by Giovanni Zanobio Weber, bust r., his hair a mass of curled hair, VIRTVPIT LIBVRNI CIVITAS, 1792, 56mm (Clifford 291; Johnson 817, 642; Molinari 138), unpatinated, very fine £60-80

431. **Italy**, Vatican, Pius IX (1792-1846-1878), Mastai-Ferretti, 17th centennial of the martyrdom of Saints Peter and Paul, copper medal, 1867, by C. Voigt, Christ with Saints to either side, rev. legend in 12 lines, 70mm (Bartolotti XXII, 2); and a smaller medal of Count Vittorio Alfieri (1749–1803), by Donadio, 41mm; **Spain**, Ferdinand VII (1784-1808-1813-1833), Restoration of the Constitution, copper medal, 1820, by Caqué and Barre, bust l., rev. Hispania uncovering the constitution, 50.5mm; **France**, Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), naturalist, zoologist and the father of palaeontology, copper medal, 1834, by A. Bovy, bust l., in gown, rev. legend in 10 lines and 2 lines around, describing his titles and achievements, 67mm (Brettauer 1554; Storer 750), first extremely fine, others nearly so, dust marked (4) £120-160

*ex Baldwin’s vault

432. **Italy**, Vatican, copper medals (4), “Sede Vacante”, 1830, of the prefect of the Holy Apostolic Palaces, Monsignor Luigi Del Drago, by Cerbara, 31.5mm (Boccia 95); Tribute to Poets, 1840, by Girometti, 49.5mm; Antoinetta Pallerini, mime artist, by L. Cossa, 27mm; others (2), France, Medicine (2), “Au Soulagement de L’Humanité”, by Brenet, 38mm; Étienne Lanthois Bienfaiteur, 1817, by Tiolier, 45.5mm, latter four very fine, first two better (6) £120-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault
433  **Italy**, Vatican, Leo XIII (1810-1878-1903), Vincenzo Gioacchino Raffaele Luigi Pecci; homage to the Dominicans and Franciscans, copper medal, 1893, by Giovanni Giani, bust l., Saints greet each other, 55.5mm; Pius IX, small coppermedal,32.5mm, botheffectivelyfine;and a base-metal medal of Titian, 60mm, fine (3) £80-120 *ex Baldwin’s vault

434  **Jamaica**, Falmouth, Suffield School, opened 1836, and Jubilee of the Baptist Mission, the school building, rev. legends, 26mm; Kingston, Jamaica College, bronze medal, shield of arms, 32mm, suspension loop, this very fine, first better though pierced for suspension (2) £35-50 *ex Watts Collection.

The first named after Lord Suffield, who had died in a riding accident in 1835. In 1832 he ows a non-plantation owner appointed by a parliamentary commission to look into the “Condition and treatment of the slaves…”. Jamaica College is a prominent all-male secondary school. First known as the Drax Free School, it was founded in 1789, making it the fourth oldest high school in the country.

435  **Japan**, Pioneers and Worthies of the 19th and early 20th century, a set of 50 silver portrait medals, the reverse depicting an event from their life; including Iwakaski Yataro (1834-1885), founder of Mitsubishi; Soejima Taneomi (1828–1905), diplomat and statesman; Admiral Marquis Heihachiro Togo (1847-1934); Inoue Kaoru (1835-1915), statesman; Ii Naosuke (1815-1860), statesman, etc., each encapsulated and contained in a cloth-covered album, with printed certificate and details, each approx. 21gms., details stamped on edge, proof-like, brilliant mint state £500-600

Limited edition set. The dies were destroyed soon after the sets were minted, therefore rare.

436  **Malta**, Graf Adolf Podstatzky-Lichtenstein (1805-1898), Grand Master of the Order of the Knights of Malta, on his 50th anniversary as a Knight, bronze medal, 1884, by Anton Scharff, bust l., wearing Order, rev. crowned arms with lion supporters, 49mm (Horsky 7542; Hauser 7728; Wurz. 7585), choice, virtually mint state £80-100

437  **Malta**, World War II, Siege of Malta, Guy Levy-Despas (1922-1942), bronze memorial medal, by Jo Davidson (1883-1952) for the Medallic Art Co., New York, head r., PILOT-OFFICER GUY LEVY-DESAS ROYAL. CANADIAN AIRFORCE..., rev. engraved legend, “SANS DOUTE SUIS-JE JEUNE, PLEIN D’IDÉAL, AMOUREUX DE LA VIE AVENTUREUSE, MAISJEPENSEQUELORSQU’IL S’AGIT DE SA PATRIE, RIEN N’EST SUFISANT QUE LE MAXIMUM” 19 JUILLET 1941, 56mm, edge stamped SILVER, in fitted black leather case, inner lid stamped “GUY LEVY-DESAS / FLYING NAME / GUY CARLET, mint state £70-110

Guy Lévy-Despas was an American, born (1922) and brought up in Paris, but was travelling in the USA when war was declared. He tried to join-up with the British whilst studying at Amherst College before, in July 1940, he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force. He received his wings the following April and soon embarked for England. He used the name Carlet as his parents were still living in France. In June 1942 he flew to Malta to become part of the Island’s defence force. Flying with 126 Squadron as a Pilot Officer, he was killed in action on 9 July 1942. The medallist Jo Davidson was a Russian-American sculptor who had studied under Hermon A. MacNeil.

438  **Mexico**, Charles IV (1748-1819; King 1788-1808), gilt-copper Proclamation medal for the mines, by A. Gil, uniformed bust r., rev. crowned arms between pillars, 44mm (Ha. 169, silver), very fine but the gilding on obverse, part-worn; and a small silver medal of Maximilian and Charlotte, by E. Spiritu, 32.5mm (2) £70-90
Netherlands, William IV, Prince of Orange-Nassau (1711-1751), recovery from illness, silver medal, 1734, by M. Holtzhey, bust r., rev. Hygieia at altar, VOTA PRO PRINCIPI... 29mm (MI 512/65; vL 85); Spain, Charles III, small silver medallet for Naples, 1772, bust r., rev. legend in 7 lines, 26mm; Catalonia, the Board of Commerce, silver medal, 1844, 37mm, this very fine other two better (3) £80-120

William IV's marriage to Anne, Princess Royal of Great Britain had been postponed because of his illness. The medal shares an obverse with a marriage medal and was, for that reason, included in *Medallie Illustrations*.

Netherlands, Johan van Oldenbarnevelt [Jean d'Oldenbarnevelt], Dutch statesman, copper medal, undated, by Simon, bust l., with ruff collar, rev. OBIT AN. MDC.XIX, 46.5mm; Italy, Milan, Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (Archbishop, 1816-1846), copper medal, 1818, by Francesco Putinati, bust r., rev. façade of the Cathedral, 43.5mm, extremely fine and nearly so, first rare (2) £65-80

*ex Baldwin's vault

Oldenbarnevelt laid the foundations for the legal foundation of the United Provinces. Perhaps struck in 1819 on the 200th anniversary of Oldenbarnevelt's execution.

Netherlands, Wilhelm V, Entry into Amsterdam, with Princess Wilhelmina of Prussia, silver medal, 1768, by J G Holtzhey, conjoined busts r., rev. cherub with arms of Amsterdam over legend in ten lines, 33.5mm, slightly wavy flan, very fine £45-60

*ex Baldwin's vault

Romania, Carol I, General Exposition, Bucharest, bronze medal, 1906, by Carniel, 62.5mm; Belgium, National Industrial Exposition, Brussels, copper medal, 1841, 63.5mm; with other 19th century medals from Belgium, France, Sweden, and U.S.A.; and France, Battle of Yzer, bronze medal, 1914, 68mm, very fine or better (8) £70-100

*ex Baldwin's vault
Russia, Grand Duke Vyacheslav Vladimirovich of Kiev (c. 1083-1154), copper medal, dated 1138, number 17 from the series of medals of 65 Grand Dukes, Tzars and Emperors, by V. Vasiliev, bust three-quarters r., rev. legend below crown, 39mm, good very fine £70-100
*ex Baldwin's vault

Grand Duke Vyacheslav Vladimirovich inherited the throne in February 1139 but was overthrown by the Prince of Chernigov Vsevolod Olgovich.

South Africa, The Bulawayo Railway, gilt silver oval Ticket or Pass, 4th November 1897, arms and wildebeest supporters, rev. blank, 34 x 25.5mm. (Laidlaw 0751), suspension loop and ring, extremely fine and very rare £100-130
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin's vault

The railway line from Cape Town reached Vryburg, north of Kimberley, during 1890. It was extended to Mafeking in 1894 and the final link of more than 500 miles north to Bulawayo, in the new territory of Rhodesia, was completed on 19 October 1897. Cecil Rhodes, who financed the project through the British South Africa Company, saw the final track laid at a rate of more than a mile a day. The construction engineer was Harold Pauling. The line was officially opened on 4th November, 1897, by Sir Alfred Milner, High Commissioner of the Cape Colony. Eight hundred guests arrived for the ceremony on four trains including five MPs from London and even the explorer Henry Morton Stanley. The date was chosen to mark the 4th anniversary of the occupation of Matabeleland. Queen Victoria sent a telegram ‘congratulating the inhabitants on the completion of the railway to that place’. The full length of the line from Cape Town to Bulawayo was 1,360 miles.

South Africa, World War I, The Peace Sports, Durban, gold medal, 1919, for ‘Five-a-Side’ [Football], city arms, 25mm., 9ct., wt. 6.53gms., suspension loop and ring, extremely fine £80-100
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin's vault

South Africa, Johannesburg Cyclists Touring Club, large unissued and undated copper medal for the Cyclists Carnival, within ‘wheel’ scroll for naming, rev. blank, 88.5mm.; Amateur Athletic and Cycling Association, silver medal, awarded 1922, 1 Mile Flat Race, 37mm.; another, copper specimen, by Allan Wyon for Lavine Brothers, undated, 37mm., numbered 813 on edge, mint state; Western Province Amateur Rowing Association, Champion Oarsman, unissued copper medal, arms, 32.5mm., this very fine, the others all about mint state (4) £70-90
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin's vault

South Africa, Transvaal Amateur Athletic Association, specimen copper medal, by Allan Wyon, undated, armorial device, rev. blank, 25.5mm., numbered 822 on edge, suspension loop and ring; Transvaal Inter High School Athletic Sports, unissued copper medal, crowned Royal arms, emblems of industry, agriculture, etc., around, rev. wreath, 51.5mm.; Cape Golf Club, specimen copper cross (by Allan Wyon), crossed clubs, FAR & SURE, 28mm., engraved number 811 on reverse, mint state (3) £50-60
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin's vault
South Africa. “Die Groot Trek”, centenary, medals (4) and pin-type badges (5), mint state or virtually so (9) £45-65

*ex W. V. R [Roy] Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin’s vault

Spain. Alfonso XII (1857-1874-1885), Marriage to María de las Mercedes de Orléans, copper medal, 1878, by G Sellan, conjoined busts right, rev. legend in seven lines, 70.5mm, good very fine £45-60

The marriage was to last only six months. María de las Mercedes was found to have typhoid fever, she suffered a miscarriage and died in Madrid two days after her 18th birthday, on 26 June 1878. The following year the king married Maria Christina of Austria.

Spain / Italy. Philip V (1683-1746; King of Spain and the Two Sicilies 1700-1713), visit of the King to Naples, bronze medal, 1702, by Maria Antonio de Gennaro, equestrian portrait to left, PHILIPPVS V HISPANARVM ET VTRVSQ SICIL REX, rev. Minerva seated with armorial shield and cornucopiae, behind, a distant view of Mount Vesuvius, ADVENTVI PRINCIPIS FOELICISSIMO, 57mm (Molinari 185; Siciliano 69; Johnson 310), very fine £150-200

Switzerland, Frederick William II (1744-1786-1797), of Prussia, accession celebrations in Neuchâtel (then part of Prussia), tin medal, 1786, by J. J. Perret-Gentil, crowned eagle with scepter and orb on open book, and pedestal, at sides flags of Boudry, Valangin, Neuchâtel and Landeron, EN TOUTE SECURITE ..., rev. a military parade and cheering citizens, a hand from Heaven points sceptre at bible, open on alter, SERMENTS RECIPROQUES, 73mm (Schweizer Med., 1483 [Leu 43, 1987]; Slg. Henckel 5419; Marienb. 5658), side-pinned into a protective brass frame, very fine and extremely rare £200-250

Switzerland, Geneva, Education Board, silver medal, 19th century, unsigned and undated, radiant sun over arms of Geneva, rev. classical scholar seated to left, 41mm; Vaud, Vevey, silver school prize medal [1769], by J C Mörikofer, VIRTUS INNEXA VERO around central W, rev. Minerva and student, AUT Puer AUT NUMQUAM, 31mm (Leu 1450), extremely fine (2) £50-70

*ex Watts Collection

Switzerland, “The Heros of Liberty”, French Bronze Medal, by Rogat and Borrel for the Cercle Britannique, conjoined busts of Washington, Kosciusko and Lafayette left, rev. birth and death details, plain edge (denoting early strike), 51.5mm (Baker 196S), very fine £70-110
456 Switzerland, Hans Waldmann, Mayor of Zurich, 400th anniversary of his death, Silvered-bronze Medal, 1889, by Wilhelm Mayer [Stuttgart], half-length bearded bust three-quarters right, GOTT WOLLE DASS DIR KEIN LEID WIDERFAHRE DU LIEBES ZÜRICH, rev. Waldmann stands in full armour, amidst helms and armorial shields, 69.5mm (Leu 35, 489; Martin 16289), 70 specimens struck in silver, uneven tone, extremely fine £100-120

457 Turkey, Smyrna (İzmir), Bournabat English College, silver medals (2), awarded 1857 and 1862, facing classical head, named within wreath, “Prize of Honour Ch’ Whittall” and “Edgar Whittall”, each 36mm, very fine and extremely fine, rare (2) £100-120 *ex Watts Collection.

The brothers Charlton Whittall (1844-1864) and Edgar Whittall (b 1853), both born at Smyrna, were the 5th and 9th of the 15 children of Sir James Whittall and Magdalen, née Giraud, of “The Big House”, Bournabat (Bornova), near Smyrna. He was a merchant trading in his father’s company C. Whittall & Co of Smyrna and “reputed to have been the wealthiest merchant of the Levant”. As well as British children the school was open to “Greeks, Armenians and Jews” and by 1864 the number of pupils stood at about 80 boys.

458 UK and World, commemorative medallions and similar pieces, several cased; Nuremberg jetons; sundry mixed coinage, including several copies; and several lead musket balls, a curious mix, varied state (lot) £100-150

459 USA, Boston (?), unknown school, engraved silver medal, “Gift of Franklin AD 1788”, rev. “Awarded to Wm F Fowle, 1848”, 32.5mm, pierced, about very fine £100-120 *ex Watts Collection.

“A Choice Collection of Books – the library of William F Fowle of Boston, Mass”, was sold at auction in 1864.

460 USA, Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834), copper medals (2), an English-made Tribute medal, undated, by Thomas Halliday, bust r., rev. legend in 10 lines within wreath, IN YOUTH THE ARDEND AND INTREPID CHAMPION..., 45.5mm; Elected Deputy for Meaux, copper medal, 1830, by E. Gatteaux, head l., rev. legend in wreath, 50mm; Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), resstrike copper Tribute medal, 1786, by Augustin Dupré, bust left, rev. legend in wreath, 46mm, mid 19th century, first and last extremely fine, second mint state (3) £100-150

461 USA, Independence Hall, white metal centenary medal, 1876, with ring loop attached, light corrosion, otherwise extremely fine £20-30
James Joseph Sylvester (1814-1897), copper medal, 1883, by C. E. Barber, bust of Sylvester left, with flowing beard, SYLVESTER behind head, rev. legend around and within oak wreath, PER SEPTEM ANNOS IN Vniversitate AB IOHNS HOPKINS FVNDATA PROFESSOR, 64mm, mint state, scarce £70-100 *ex Watts Collection.

James Joseph Sylvester, FRS, English mathematician. He was appointed the inaugural professor of mathematics at the new Johns Hopkins University and insisted that his salary of $5,000 be paid in gold. He was the founder of the American Journal of Mathematics.

Astronomy, Germany, Heinrich Wilhelm Matthias Olbers (1758 – 1840), Astronomer, silver medal, 1830, by Chr Pfeuffer for G Loos, on his 50th anniversary working in Bremen, draped bust left, rev. legend in 15 lines within a border of stars, 50.5mm, good very fine, though obverse with patchy tone £70-100

Olbers was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1804.

Beauty, an “Art Deco” medal presented to the “Miss France” of 1955, octagonal gilt-bronze medal, by Edouard Fraisse (1880-1945), girl’s head to l., holding oak sprig, rev. engraved À Mª PAJOT MISS FRANCE 55, 52mm, extremely fine £60-75

The 1955 “Miss France” was Véronique Zuber (b. 1936) who had been “Miss Paris” in 1954. She went on to have a short career in films before marrying the couturier Ted Lapidus. She was later married to Prince Georges Bibikoff.

Education, Yorkshire, Richmond School, the James Tate medal, silver, unsigned and undated, façade of the school, rev. legend within and around wreath, DETUR DIGNIORI, 40.5mm; Bath Blue Coat School, the Broderick Medal, silver, bust of Robert Nelson, rev. legend, 44.5mm, both extremely fine, suspender missing from second (2) £70-90 *ex Baldwin’s vault

James Tate (1771–1843) was educated at, then the headmaster of the Richmond School. He was also a canon of St. Paul’s Cathedral.
Education, Mrs. S Waters, school mistress, on her retirement, “HAVING COMPLETED FORTY TWO YEARS”, pewter medal, 1816, by William Wyon, 41mm (BDM VI, 680; BHM -; cf Grimshaw II, p.19); Victorian awards, silver (2) and copper; with sundry other base metals medals and tokens (22), 18th – 20th century, including the Water Engineers Friendship Medal, bronze, by D. Gorringe, varied state, many very fine (23) £70-100
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Education, Great Campden House, Kensington, small silver “Third Prize” medal, awarded Christmas 1838, struck obverse with lyre, rev. engraved naming, “Presented by Miss Christin to Miss L. Parke …”, 31.5mm (cf. Grimshaw II, 65a, b), pierced, very fine; Burdett Coutts & Townhend School, attendance medal 1905 (Harry Wookey), 37mm; the South London School of Pharmacy, silver prize medal, 1902 (J. H. B. Wigginton), 52.5mm; Numismatics, Sir John Evans (1823-1908), the Numismatic Society of London, Golden Jubilee copper medal, 1887, by Pinches, bearded bust right of rev. legend within and around laurel wreath, 57.5mm (BHM 3344; Eimer 1729), last three extremely fine (4) £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Campden House was built for Sir Baptist Hicks c.1610 in the Jacobean style. The estate was purchased by Stephen Pitt in 1751 (or perhaps 1735) and towards the end of the 18th century the house was converted into a girls’ boarding school. In March, 1862, Campden House was almost totally destroyed by fire. The Watts Collection contained two medals from the school. Earlier medals of the 1830’s show the proprietor or Master to be a Mr. Lord (Grimshaw I, p. 28). There is an engraving of the school-room at Campden House, by Charles Richardson, shows Mrs. Theed, the then headmistress sitting with her pupils and teachers.

Education, Scotland, Institution Française, Edinburgh, Mr Francois Espinasse, family group of engraved silver prize medals (3), 1841, “A Mr Robert Greig - Classe élémentaire - 5° Prix”, 35mm, maker J Law(?), with double fleur-de-lis marks; 1848, Classe de Commençantes – 1° Prix – Miss Jane Greig; 1848, Classe de Commençantes – 2° Prix – Miss Agnes Greig, these 43mm, maker J Law (Edinburgh), very fine and better (3) £220-280

François Espinasse appears in the later Post Office Directories at several address, 1 Hill Street, 38 Frederick Street and 1 London Street. The double fleur-de-lis marks are seen to either side of the initials. Similar marks on silver from earlier in the century are found for Robert Robertson of Culpar.

Education, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, silver oval medal, 1901, 71.5 x 42mm; other medals (4), St. John’s College, Brixton, silver, 1890, 36mm; Bute Agricultural Society, silver, 1916, 39mm; Bideford Grammar School, copper, 45.5mm, pierced; Sheffield Trades and Industry Exhibition, 1898, gilt white metal, 45mm, very fine (5) £60-80
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Education, “Punctual Attendance” medals, early 20th century, London County Council, an unusual group of to the Cox family, L. (3), S. (2), R. (1); Maidstone, group of 6 to Bertha Hands; Norfolk (2), Clifford Brown, in boxes of issue (some damaged), medals mostly mint state (14) £65-80
*ex Baldwin’s vault

Engravers, France, the Guild of Seal Engravers in Paris, copper jeton, 1713, by C Mavelot, arms, rev. legend in twelve lines, 29mm; copper marriage jeton, 1643, of Thomas Morant, seigneur d’Eterville and Catherine Bordier, 30.5mm (Feud 8628), very fine (2) £20-30

Masonic, France, First Empire, copper jeton, 1802 (5802) of the lodge ‘La Parfaite Union de Douai’, seated figure, CONSOCIARE AMAT, rev. legend around star, ECOS. DE LA PARFAITE UNION O DE DOUAI, 28mm, very fine £30-40
Medicine and Freemasonry, Robert Clay Sudlow (1846-1914), gilt-bronze medal, 1905, on his retirement, bust l., rev: legend in wreath, “… Awarded by Henry S. Wellcome Principal”, 51mm, virtually mint state; modern prize medals (7), by Pinches, including portraits of Robert HLE Radfield [steel], Thomas Hancock [rubber], William Larke [welding] (2), John Wilkinson [iron and steel]; and World Power Conference, 1928, delegates badge, mint state or virtually so (9) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

Sudlow was General Manager of Burroughs Wellcome & Co., c.1881-1905, having started work for Burroughs in 1879 as a clerk and was “…one of the most important figures in the history of Burroughs Wellcome & Co” (Robert Rhodes James, Henry Wellcome (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1994, p88). An active Freemason, Sudlow introduced Henry Wellcome to the craft and enjoyed a warm and fraternal relationship with him.

Photography, a good group of early 20th century award medals to Albert E. Coleman, in silver (9) and copper or bronze (5): Plymouth Photographic Society silver, 1904, by Vaughton, ‘Figure Subjects’, 44.5mm; silver and copper, 1908, by W. J. Dingley, ‘Portraiture (members)’, 44mm; Plymouth Exhibition (2), 1904, silvered copper, shows Eddystone Lighthouse, 39mm; 1905, silver, 38.5mm; West of England … Exhibition, Plymouth 1906 (2), silver and bronze, by J. A. Restall, 38.5mm; Exeter Trades Exhibition [1904], by Vaughton, 39mm, these five un-named; Frome, bronze, 1905, ‘Portraiture’, 39mm; Hastings & St. Leonards Photographic Society, silver, 1905, by Restall, 45.5mm; Northampton Photographic Exhibition, silver, 1905, ‘Figure Studies’, 51mm; Amateur Photographer [Northampton], silver, 1905, by Restall, 39mm; Swansea Camera Club, copper, 1905, 44.5mm; Ireland, Photographic Society of Ireland, 1905, by Restall, 51.5mm, the majority show cameras and equipment, an interesting group, very fine and better (14) £300-400

Photography, The Gevaert International Competition, 1912, 60mm, in card box of issue with details winning photograph (but not who took it!); other Awards (2); Bronze ‘Art’ Medals (3), City of Paris, Conseil Municipal, Bronze Medal by P-M Dammann and M. Delannoy, Paris on ship’s bow, rev: façade of municipal building, 50mm; Lucas van Leyden, 1933; Casa Ferreirinha, Portuguese wine, 1971; Arlberg Strassentunnels (2), 1978, very fine to extremely fine (8) £65-80

The fourth with a splendid ‘Art-Deco’ obverse usually associated with the medal of the Association Philomatique.

Racing, Doncaster Race Course, established 1800, silver Ticket, two horses race to l., rev: building façade, NEW BETTING ROOMS, 35.5mm (D&W 322/6), good fine £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

Racing, Hungary, Szegzard-Battaszeki Railway, silvered-metal medal, 1897, by Joseph Christian Christelbauer, Vienna (1827-1897), winged wheel, AUGUSZTUS, 29mm, mint state £30-40

Religion, Germany, Reformation, Tercentenary, silver medal, 1817, legend both sides, 38.5mm; Augsburg Confession, Tercentenary, silver medal, 1830, by Loos, O LANDE! LANDE! LANDE!…, 44mm; David Lukas Kuehl (1752-1837), Bürgermeister, copper medal, 1837, by Loos, 47.5mm; Austria, Franz Joseph (1848-1916), International Exposition, Vienna, copper medal, 1873, by Tautenhayn, 70mm (Wurz. 2494; Hauser 2911); sundry others (6), including, U.S.A., California Midwinter Exposition, bronze medal or so-called Dollar, San Francisco California, 33mm (HK 245), mostly very fine but first three better (10) £120-160
480 **Science**, Norway, Christopher Hansteen (1784-1873), copper medal, 1861, by R Bergslein, bust right, rev: legend within and around wreath, 38mm (Würzb 3566), very fine though the reverse stained £20-30

Hansteen, Norwegian geophysicist, astronomer and physicist, first to map the Earth’s magnetic field.


In 1914 Ernest Sidwell of Coventry took out an American patent on an “Air-cooled Internal Combustion Engine used on Motor Bicycles”. The son on William Sidwell, 132 Lower Ford Street, Coventry, he was killed on 15 September 1914, and is buried in the Vendresse British cemetery.

481 **Sport**, Cricket, Notts Castle Cricket Club, silver star, presented 1875, to W. Cooper, ‘For Best Analysis in Bowling, Season 1875”, 43.5mm, suspension ring, **very fine**, Rowing, Radley College Boat Club, silver medal, 1893, Trial Eights, awarded to P. A. M. Nash, 29mm, extremely fine, toned (2) £80-130

In Victorian times the Castle Ground at Nottingham was also used for football. Between 1880-1883 Notts County played there before moving to Trent Bridge. P. A. M. Nash was also a football player for the college.

483 **Sport**, Olympic Games, London, 1948, bronze participant’s medal, by B. Mackennal and J. R. Pinches, two victorious athletes in quadriga, rev: Houses of Parliament in cartouche, XIV OLYMPIAD LONDON 1948, rev: 51mm (GV 117.2; BHM 4422; Eimer 2076), extremely fine £150-200

484 **Sport**, Olympic Games, Melbourne, Australia, 1956, bronze participant’s medal, by Andor Mészáros, coat of arms, with Olympic and Australian symbols, rev: athletes around Olympic flag, 64mm (GV 133.2; Wachtel 7), mint state £120-160

**485 Sport**, Regimental Football, Royal Scots, openwork gold badge, acanthus leaves scrolled around shield, rev: engraved “J. Webber from The Officers, N.C.O’s & Men of E. Coy. Royal Scots for Football Season 1906-07”, 45 x 33.5mm; tot. wt. approx. 12.00gms, suspension loop and ring, an attractive regimental medal, very fine £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault

The original Royal Scots Football Club was a team of the 1st Battalion, Royal Scots, formed for the 1892-93 season and played in the Irish Football League in 1899-1900.
BRITISH BANKNOTES

Cardigan, One Guinea, 18-, unissued (Outing 427b), together with Chief Treasury of Wales Ltd, five shillings, ten shillings, one pound, five pounds, ten pounds, 1970, all stamped Cancelled, about uncirculated to uncirculated (6) £70-90

WORLD BANKNOTES

Germany, Kgl.Bayer. Staats-Schuldentilgungs-Commission, five gulden, 5 September 1866, Ser.11, no. 25720, cancelled with X inked lines, notations on front, thin strip of paper stuck down along right edge (Pick S 151), very fine £160-210

Spain, El Banco De Espana, five hundred pesetas (15), 22 July 1954 (Pick 148a), very fine to good very fine (15) £50-110

Greece, Bank of Greece, 5000-drachmai, undated (1947), serial no.M01 000001-M05 1,00,000, purple and orange, mother and children at centre, rev. purple, allegorical women and Pegasus, perforated SPECIMEN (Pick 177), uncirculated, numbers and date top margin, rare £620-720

No Lot

Miscellaneous lot of World Banknotes, an interesting lot (approx 150) £80-100

Miscellaneous, British and World banknotes, mixed grades (lot) £30-50

End of Sale